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INTRODUCTION
w xIn this paper we resume our study, begun in PR , of amalgams satisfying
the following hypothesis.
HYPOTHESIS 3.1. G is the free amalgamated product of two proper finite
subgroups P and P o¨er P l P here groups are identified with their1 2 1 2
.images in the free amalgamated product which satisfy the following condi-
tions:
 . 2X .  2X .. 2X .  2X ..1 O P rO O P g L and O P rO O P g S ;1 2 1 2 2 2
 .2 B [ P l P contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of both P and P ;1 2 1 2
 . 2X .3 P s O P B for i s 1, 2;i i
 .   ..  .4 C O P F O P for i s 1, 2;P 2 i 2 ii
 .5 no nontri¨ ial normal subgroup of G is contained in B.
For the notation we shall use and the definition of the classes L and S
w xwe refer the reader to Section 1 of PR where, additionally, there is an
extensive discussion of the contents and aims of this paper. Also, our
w xsection numbering here will continue that of PR .
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Theorem D, the main result of this paper, together with Theorem C of
w x w xPR will enable us to establish Theorems A and B of PR .
THEOREM D. Suppose that the commuting case holds for Hypothesis 3.1.
Then one of the following holds:
 .  .I L rQ ( L 2 and eitherb b 2
 .  .  .i F rQ ( M and one of a L rQ ( Aut M , Q s Z isa a 22 a a 22 a a
 .isomorphic to the Golay code module, h L , Q s 5, and L has a chiefb b b
14q2 5q1 3  .  .  .series described by 2 L 2 ; or b L rQ ( M or Aut M ,2 a a 22 22
 .Q s Z is isomorphic to the Todd module, h L , Q s 4, and L hasa a b b b
15q2 4q1 3  .a chief series described by 2 L 2 when L rQ ( M and2 a a 22
15q2 4q1 4  .  .2 L 2 when L rQ ( Aut M ;2 a a 22
 .ii L rQ ( M , Q s Z is isomorphic to the Todd module,a a 23 a a
 . 16q2 4q1 3  .h L , Q s 4, and L has a chief series described by 2 L 2 ;b b b 2
 .  .iii L rQ ( M and one of a Q s Z is isomorphic to thea a 24 a a
 .Golay code module, h L , Q s 6, and L has a chief series described byb b b
14q2 6q1 4  .  .2 L 2 ; or b Q s Z is isomorphic to the Todd module,2 a a
 . 16q2 4q1 6  .  .h L , Q s 4, and L has a chief series described by 2 L 2 ; or cb b b 2
w x  .Q : Z s 2, where Z isomorphic to the Todd module, h L , Q s 4,a a a b b
17q2 4q1 6  .and L has a chief series described by 2 L 2 ;b 2
or
 .II L rQ ( S , L rQ ( M , and the following hold:b b 5 a a 24
 .i Q is isomorphic to the Todd module;a
1 q4 q13 3 3 .ii L has a chief series gi¨ en by 2 S ;b 5
 . w x  .iii L l L s S or L l L : S s 3 with L l L rQb a a b a b a b a b b
( S .4
 .5. COMMUTING CRITICAL PAIRS WITH a g O L
In this section we assume that the following hypothesis is satisfied:
 . w xHYPOTHESIS 5.1. Hypothesis 3.1 holds and, for a , a) g C , Z , Za a )
 .s 1 and a g O L .
The main result of this section is
THEOREM 5.2. There are no groups satisfying Hypothesis 5.1.
We prove Theorem 5.2 by contradiction. So assume that G satisfies
 .Hypothesis 5.1. We recall from Proposition 3.6 iii that when Hypothesis
 .5.1 is satisfied, b is odd and C L s 1. Also recall that, by Lemma 3.21,Z aa
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 .Q Q rQ contains a nontrivial subgroup normal in N S rQ .b a a L r Q a b aa a
 .  .  .Thus using Lemmas 2.26 i , 2.27 vi , and 2.28 iv , we have
 .   ..LEMMA 5.3. If L rQ g L i e even , then Q Q rQ G V Z S rQ ;a a b a a 1 a b a1
 .in particular, if L rQ ( L q , then S s Q Q .a a 2 a a b a b
 .LEMMA 5.4. b G 3 and so V is elementary abelian.b
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that b s 1. Define B s Z la) a
La). : w x  .Q and put B s B r B , Q . Then h L , Q rB s 0 and soa) a ) a ) a ) a ) a ) a ) a )
 .  .  .h L , B s h L , Q / 0, by Hypothesis 3.1 4 . Furthermore, ifa) a ) a ) a )
 .  .w xh L , B s 0, then B s Z l Q B , Q and repeated commuta-a) a ) a ) a a ) a ) a )
 .tion with Q exposes that B s Z l Q and hence 0 s h L , B sa) a ) a a ) a ) a )
 .  .h L , Q , which is a contradiction. Therefore, h L , B / 0. Alsoa) a ) a ) a )
observe that B Q rQ is generated by involutions and so, by Lemmasa) a a
 .  .  .   ..  .2.26 i , 2.27 i , and 2.28 ii , B Q rQ F V Z S rQ ( E q . It nowa) a a 1 a a ) a a
 .follows, from Theorem 2.15 v , that
3 < <2 F B : C Z s B Q rQ F q ; ) .  .a) B a a ) a a aa)
in particular,
 . 3  .5.4.1 q G 2 and L rQ g L i e even .a a a 1
w xAssume that S s Q Q holds. Then B , Z is centralized by Q Qaa ) a a ) a ) a a a )
 .s S and, as Z Q rQ is normal in S rQ and h L , B / 0, weaa ) a a ) a ) a a ) a ) a ) a )
 .have a contradiction to Proposition 2.16 i . Thus S / Q Q and, inaa ) a a )
 .particular, Lemma 5.3 implies that L rQ \ L q .a a 2 a
w xIf Z l Q , B s 1, then B is abelian and therefore acts quadrati-a a ) a ) a )
 .  .  .cally on Z . This with Lemma 2.31 ii , 5.4.1 , and ) implies thata
< < w x w  .x 2 6Z Q rQ s Z : Z l Q G Z : C B G q G 2 , which contra-a a ) a ) a a a ) a Z a ) aa
dicts Theorem 2.15 and Z acting quadratically on B . Thus we can selecta a )
 .  .a) q 1 g D a) such that Z l Q g Q . Then, by Lemma 2.31 ii , ifa a ) a )q1
< . < 2Z l Q Q rQ G 2 ,a a ) a )q1 a )q1
2q F Z : C Z l Q .a a )q1 Z a a )a)q1
< <F Z l Q Q rQ Z Q rQ .a)q1 a ) a a a )q1 a ) a )
< <F q Z Q rQ .a a )q1 a ) a )
< < 3  .  .Thus Z Q rQ G q G 2 , by 5.4.1 . Hence Theorem 2.15 i im-a)q1 a ) a ) a
 .  .  .plies that F rC B ( 3M . But, using Proposition 2.12 iii , ) thena) F a ) 22a)
becomes
6 < <2 F B : C Z F q F Z Q rQ , .a) B a a a )q1 a ) a )a)
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which, as Z operates quadratically on B , is a contradiction toa)q1 a )
 . < . < Proposition 2.12 i . Hence Z l Q Q rQ s 2 and, as a) qa a ) a )q1 a )q1
. < . <1, a) g C , a similar argument gives Z l Q Q rQ F 2. There-a)q1 a ) a a
 .fore, by Theorem 2.15 i ,
4Z : C Z l Q F 2 .2. )) .  .a)q1 Z q1 a a )a)
 .  .  .If L rQ ( U q or SU q , then, by Lemma 2.27 iv , five conjugatesa a 3 a 3 a
 .of Z l Q Q rQ generate L rQ , and so, asa a ) a )q 1 a )q 1 a )q 1 a )q 1
 . < < 25  .C L s 1, we conclude that Z F 2 . Thus Lemma 2.30 iiiZ q1 a )q1 a )q1a)
 . 3 4 < <  .6 18and 5.4.1 imply that q s 2 or 2 . However, then Z G q G 2a a )q1 a
w  .x 18r5 3 < <and so Z : C Z l Q G 2 ) 2 . Therefore Z Q rQa)q1 Z a a ) a )q1 a aa 9q13  .  .G 2 and using Theorem 2.15 i we once again find that F rC B (a) F a )a)
 .  .3M and, employing Proposition 2.12 iii , ) strengthens to22
6 4< <2 F B : C Z s B Q rQ F q F 2 , .a) B a a ) a a aa)
 .  .which is absurd. Hence, L rQ ( Sz q and, by Lemma 2.28 v ,a)q1 a )q1 a
 .three conjugates of Z l Q Q rQ suffice to generate L ra a ) a )q1 a )q1 a )q1
 . < < 15 3  .Q . Therefore, )) implies that Z F 2 and q s 2 , by 5.4.1a)q1 a )q1 a
 . < < 12 w  .xand Lemma 2.30 ii . Hence, Z G 2 and so Z : C Z l Qa)q1 a )q1 Z a a )a 9q1
G 212r3 s 24. We now argue exactly as above and obtain the same
contradiction. This completes the proof of Lemma 5.4.
LEMMA 5.5. V g Q .a) b
w xProof. Suppose to the contrary that V F Q . Then, V , Z , Z s 1a) b a ) a a
w x  .and, by Lemma 5.4, Z , V , V s 1. So Theorem 2.15 v and Lemmaa a ) a )
2.29 together imply that
3 w x2 F V : C Z s V : V l Q F q . ) .  .a) V a a ) a ) a aa)
 .  .Also, if Z l Q F K , then, by Theorem 2.15 and Lemma 2.31 i , ii ,a a ) a )
 .and iii ,
4 w x2 G Z : Z l Q G Z : C V G q . )) .  .a a a ) a Z a ) aa
 .  .  .Thus ) , )) , Theorem 2.15 i , and the quadratic action of Z on Va a )
 . 6imply that F rD ( 3M . But then the lower bound in ) becomes 2a) a ) 22
 .  .by Proposition 2.12 iii . This, in turn, contradicts )) , so Z l Q g K .a a ) a )
 .Therefore, we can pick a) q 1 g D a) such that Z l Q g Q .a a ) a )q1
 . < < 3Observe that, by ) , V Q rQ G 2 , so as V acts quadratically on Za) a a a ) a
and all the involutions in L rQ are conjugate we glean from Lemmaa a
 .2.31 iii and
Z : C Z l Q F q , .a)q1 Z a a ) aa 9q1
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 .  .that L rQ ( L q , h L , Z s 1, and S s V Q . Thus, as V actsa a 2 a a a a b a ) b a )
quadratically on Z , Lemma 2.33 implies that Z is a natural L rQ -a a a a
w x w x wmodule. Thus, by Lemma 2.35, Z s Z , V s Z , Z G Z lb a a ) a a )q1 a
x  .Q , Z s Z . But this forces h L , V s 0, which is against Lemmaa) a )q1 a ) a ) a )
 .3.7 i and 5.4. This completes the proof of Lemma 5.5.
 .LEMMA 5.6. L rQ ( L q or S and Z is either a natural L rQ -a a 2 a 5 a a a
module or an orthogonal S -module.5
Proof. We adopt the notation introduced before Lemma 3.9. Assuming
 .that c s h L , V s 1, we obtain the stated result directly from Lemmasb b
3.18 and 3.11. Also, if q - 2, then Lemmas 2.3, 2.32, 2.38, and 2.23 deliver
the result. Thus, if the lemma is not true we have both c G 2 and q G 2.
Therefore, we apply Lemmas 5.5 and 3.9 to get
1 G q y 1 rc y 1 G 2 r y 1. .  .
Hence r G 1 and so there exists a noncentral L -chief factor in V which isb b
 .  .an FF GF 2 L rQ -module and this contradicts Theorem 2.15 iii .b b
 .LEMMA 5.7. Suppose that L rQ ( L q . Thena a 2 a
 . w x  2 ..i V , Q s Z and C O L l Z s Z .b b b V b a bb
 .  .ii If V rZ is a quadratic L rD -module and h L , V s 1, thenb b b b b b
 .  . 2either a q s 2; or b q s 2 and L rD ( J , 3M , or 3Suz.a a b b 2 22
Proof. Because Z is a natural L rQ -module by Lemma 5.6, we have,a a a
w x w x w xLb:by Lemma 2.35, Z , Q s Z and so V , Q s Z , Q s Z ,a b b b b a b b
 .  2 ..which proves the first part of i . Suppose that C [ C O L l Z )V b ab
 .Z . Since C F Z for all g g D b , C is centralized by Q l Q and thusb g g b
Q l Q F Q by Lemma 2.35; therefore Q l Q s Q l Q for allg b a g b a b
 .  .g g D b . Hence Q l Q e L , which is contrary to Lemma 3.18 i . Soa b b
 .the second part of i also holds.
 .Suppose now that V rZ is a quadratic L rD -module and h L , V sb b b b b b
1. Then, as a module for F rQ , V rZ is generated by Z rZ Fb b b b a b
 . wC S l F . Thus Lemma 2.23 implies that V rZ s V rZ ,V r Z a b b b b b bb bx  .  .  2  ..F C F , where C F F C O L rZ . Thus V rb V r Z b V r Z b V b b bb b b b b
 2 ..  .C O L is an irreducible quadratic module and, employing part iV bb
 .and Theorem 2.15 iv , we have
2 2Z : Z s Z C O L rC O L .  . .  .a b a V b V bb b
2F C S l F F 4. .V r C O L .. a b bb V bb
Since the upper bound is only attained when F rD ( J , 3M , or 3Suz,b b 2 22
 .the conclusions of ii now follow.
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LEMMA 5.8. q / 2.a
 .Proof. Assume q s 2 and argue for a contradiction. So L rQ ( L 2a a a 2
and Z is a natural L rQ -module by Lemma 5.6. Hence we havea a a
< <V : C Z F V Q rQ .2. ) .  .a) V a a ) b ba)
 . < < 2Therefore, by Theorem 2.15 v , V Q rQ G 2 and so the noncentrala) b b
< < 2L -chief factors within V are quadratic modules. If V Q rQ ) 2 , thenb b a ) b b
 .  .F rD ( 3M by Theorem 2.15 i and, using ) ,b b 22
4 5V : C Z F 2 .2 s 2 . .a) V aa)
< <  .Consequently Z Q rQ s 2 by Proposition 2.12 iii . On the othera a ) a )
< < 2 w  .x 3hand, V Q rQ F 2 gives V : C Z F 2 whence, by Theorema) b b a ) V aa)
 . < <  .2.15 ii , Z Q rQ s 2 and L rD ( Aut M . So we havea a ) a ) a ) a ) 22
 . < <  .5.8.1 Z Q rQ s 2, h L , V s 1, and one of the followinga a ) a ) a ) a )
holds:
 .  . < < 2i L rD ( Aut M and V Q rQ s 2 ;a) a ) 22 a ) b b
 . < < 3ii F rD ( 3M and V Q rQ G 2 .a) a ) 22 a ) b b
 . . < < 2Assume that 5.8.1 i holds. Then since V Q rQ s 2 we can choosea) b b
 .t , m g D a) such that V Q s Z Z Q . In particular, there exists x ga) b t m b
 .a  .a w xZ Z such that x g F rQ . However, V l Q , Z Z F Z (t m b b b a ) t m a )
 .  . < < 2 <w x <E 2 by Lemma 5.7 i . Therefore, as V Q rQ s 2 , we have V , x Fb a ) a ) b
3  .2 , which because of Proposition 2.11 iii , contradicts the choice of x.
 . . < < 3Assume now that 5.8.1 ii holds. Then, as V Q rQ G 2 , we cana) b b
 . < < 3 < <select t , m, l g D a) with Z Z Z Q rQ G 2 and Z Z Q rQ Gt m l b b t m b b
2  .  .2 . Then Proposition 2.12 i and iii yield
62 F V : C Z Z .b V t mb
< < < < < <F V Q rQ V l Q Q rQ V l Q l Q Q rQ .  .b a ) a ) b a ) t t b a ) t m m
F 24q1q1 ,
< < 4 w x wwhich forces V Q rQ s 2 . However, V l Q , Z Z Z F V ,b a ) a ) b a ) t m l a )
x  .  .Q s Z ( E 2 , and this is against Proposition 2.12 v . Having contra-a) a )
 .dicted both possibilities in 5.8.1 we conclude that q / 2.a
 .LEMMA 5.9. Assume that L rQ ( L q . Then there exists a criticala a 2 a
 . < < 2pair a , a) g C such that V Q rQ G 2 ; in particular, the noncentrala) b b
L -chief factors in V are quadratic L rQ -modules.b b b b
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 . < <Proof. Suppose that, for all critical pairs d , d ) g C , V Q rQd ) dq1 dq1
 . < <F 2. Then, by Lemma 5.5, for a , a) g C we have Z Q rQ sa a ) a )
< <  . <V Q rQ s 2. Thus, by Theorem 2.15 v , V l Q g Q and V la) b b a ) b a a )
. < 2Q Q rQ G 2 . Consequently Lemmas 2.35, 5.6, and 5.8 imply thatb a a
 .Z l Q g Q for some a) q 1 g D a) . Fix this a) q 1. Then, be-a a ) a )q1
2 < <cause q G 2 by Lemma 5.8, and Z Q rQ F 2, we have Z la a )q1 b b a )q1
 .Q g Q from Lemmas 5.6 and 2.35. Choose x g Z l Q _Q .b a a )q1 b a
w xThen, by Lemmas 2.35 and 5.6, Z , x s Z , while, by Lemma 2.24,a b
ww x w xx w w xxZ , x : Z l Q , x F 2. Therefore, Z : Z l Q , Z l Q Fa a a ) b a a ) a )q1 b
w x w x2. Thus, as Z l Q , Z l Q F V , Q s Z , we conclude thata a ) a )q1 b a ) a ) a )
w  .x 2  .V rZ : C Z F 2 , which contradicts Theorem 2.15 v . Hencea) a ) V r Z aa) a )
Lemma 5.9 holds.
 .  .LEMMA 5.10. Suppose that L rQ ( L q . Then h L , U G 3.a a 2 a a a
Proof. By Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4, S s Q Q and b G 3. Therefore, asab a b
 .Z F K and Z g K , Lemma 3.8 implies that h L , U G 3, anda a )y2 a a )y1 a a
so we are done.
 .LEMMA 5.11. Assume that L rQ ( L q and F rT ( M . Thena a 2 a b b 22
 .h L , U G 4.a a
 .Proof. Arguing for a contradiction we assume that h L , U F 3 anda a
 w x .thus h L , U , Q ; 2 Z rZ s 0. In particular, we havea a a a a
w x w xU , Q ; 2 Z s V , Q ; 2 Z s V , Q ; 2 Z .aq2 aq2 aq2 b aq2 aq2 aq3 aq2 aq2
ww x xThus V , Q ; 2 Z , K s 1. Now, by Lemma 5.9, we may assumeb aq2 aq2 aq3
< < 2that V Q rQ G 2 and so, as V F K , Q Q s S , and Va) b b a ) aq3 aq2 b aq2 b a )
 .  .acts quadratically on V , Propositions 2.11 vii and 2.12 iv provide ab
 .contradiction. Therefore, h L , U G 4 and Lemma 5.11 is true.a a
 . < < 2LEMMA 5.12. Assume that a , a) g C , V Q rQ G 2 and let a) qa) b b
 .  .  2 .1 g D a) . If b G 5, then U l L Q rQ s V Q rQ ( E 2 ,a)q1 b b b a ) b b
< . < 4or F rD ( 3 M and U l L Q rQ F 2 .b b 22 a )q1 b b b
Proof. Since b G 5, Lemma 3.7 implies that U is elementary abelian,a)q1
w xso V , V is centralized by U . Now, if F rD \ 3M , then V Q rQb a ) a )q1 b b 22 a ) b b
 .is a maximal quadratic subgroup of L rQ , and hence Lemma 2.5 ii givesb b
 .the result. Now assume that F rD ( 3M . Then, as U l L Q rQb b 22 a )q1 b b b
w xw x w x  .centralizes V , V V , Q r V , Q , Proposition 2.12 iii and our choiceb a ) b b b b
 . < . < < <of a , a) g C imply that U l L Q rQ F F , where F is a maxi-a)q1 b b b
w xmal quadratically acting subgroup of L rQ on V r V , Q . Thus Propo-b b b b b
 . < . < 4sition 2.12 i implies that U l L Q rQ F 2 , as required.a)q1 b b b
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LEMMA 5.13. Assume that q G 23. Then Z F V and Z l Q g K .a b a ) a a ) a )
 .Proof. By our assumption on q , and by Lemmas 5.6, 5.7 ii , and 5.9,a
 .  .  .we have h L , V G 2. Thus, by Theorem 2.15 i and v , V l Q g Qb b a ) b a
w xand so Z s Z , V l Q F V by Lemma 5.6. Now we assume thatb a a ) b a )
 .Z l Q F K . Then Z l Q F C V l Q , so Lemmas 5.6 anda a ) a ) a a ) Z a ) ba
2.35 imply that
< <w xq s Z : C V l Q F Z : Z l Q s Z Q rQ . ) . .a a Z a ) b a a a ) a a ) a )a
3  .Thus, as q G 2 , Theorem 2.15 i implies that L rD ( 3M . But thena a ) a ) 22
 .  .Proposition 2.12 iii and h L , V G 2 imply thatb b
12 4< <2 F V : C Z F V Q rQ V l Q Q rQ F 2 .q . .  .a) V a a 9 b b a ) b a a aa)
8  .Therefore q G 2 , and putting this together with ) we have a contradic-a
 .tion to Proposition 2.12 i . Hence Z l Q g K and the lemma holds.a a ) a
LEMMA 5.14. Suppose that q G 23. Then b s 3.a
Proof. Supposing that q G 23 and b G 5 we uncover a contradiction.a
3  .Using q G 2 and Lemmas 5.6 and 5.9, we select a , a) g C witha
< < 2  .V Q rQ G 2 . Then, by Lemma 5.13, there exists a) q 1 g D a) ,a) b b
which we fix, with Z l Q g Q . We consider the action of Z l Qa a ) a )q1 a a )
on U . First note that, by Lemmas 2.34 and 5.13,a)q1
U l Q F C Z s S F L . .a)q1 aq3 L b aq2 b baq2
w x < <Therefore U : U l L F U Q rQ . Thus, since U actsa)q1 a )q1 b a )q1 aq3 aq3 a )q1
quadratically on V , Theorem 2.15 implies thataq3
2 4U : U l L F 2 2 , if F rD ( 3M . .a)q1 a )q1 b b b 22
Also, by Lemma 5.12,
2 4U l L Q rQ s 2 F 2 , if F rD ( 3M . .  .a)q1 b b b b b 22
So
2q2 4q4U : C Z l Q F 2 q 2 q , if F rD ( 3M . ) .  . .a)q1 U a a ) a a b b 22a 9q1
 .  .Now, by Lemmas 5.10 and 5.11, h L , U G 3 4, if F rD ( 3M . So,a a b b 22
 .by Lemma 2.31 i ,
3 4U : C Z l Q G q q , if F rD ( 3M . )) .  . .a)q1 U a a ) a a b b 22a 9q1
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 .  . 2 4  3 8 .Thus, combining ) with )) , we get q F 2 q F 2 , if F rD ( 3Ma a b b 22
and hence q F 22, which contradicts our assumption that q G 23.a a
LEMMA 5.15. Suppose that q s 22. Then F rT ( M .a b b 22
Proof. We suppose that F rT \ M and argue for a contradiction.b b 22
 .  .Thus, because of our choice of L rT , Theorem 2.15 i and v imply thatb b
4 2 42 F V : C Z F q .2 s 2 . .a) V a aa)
 .Therefore, Theorem 2.15 ii gives
 .  . < < < . < 2  . <5.15.1 i V Q rQ s V l Q Q rQ s 2 and ii Z Q ra) b b a ) b a a a a )
<Q s 2.a)
 . .  .  . .  . .Now 5.15.1 i and ii together with Lemmas 5.6, 2.3 v a and vi a ,
 . w x w xand 2.31 i imply that 1 / V l Q , Z l Q and V l Q , Za) b a a ) a ) b a
2 . w x w x  .( E 2 . Since V l Q , Z l Q F V , Q and h L , V /a) b a a ) a ) a ) a ) a )
w x <w x < w0, where V s V r V , Q , V l Q , Z F 2. Because V :a) a ) a ) a ) a 9 b a a 9
2 3 ax w  .xV l Q F 2 , we conclude that V : C x F 2 for x g Z , which,a) b a ) V a
a .together with Theorem 2.15 v , contradicts our assumption on the struc-
ture of F rT .b b
LEMMA 5.16. Suppose that q s 22 and F rD ( 3M . Then b F 3.a b b 22
Proof. Aiming for a contradiction we assume that q s 22, F rD (a b b
 .  .3M , and b G 5. Then, by Lemma 3.7 iii , W F Q and V F Z W .22 a ) a ) a ) a )
 .  .  .Since F rD ( 3M , Theorem 2.15 v and Proposition 2.12 i and iia) a ) 22
imply that
42 F V : C Z F V : V l Q . V l Q : V l Q l Q .a) V a a ) a ) b a ) b a ) b aa)
F 24.q s 26.a
 . < < 2It follows immediately that h L , V s 1, V Q rQ G 2 , and V ra) a ) a ) b b a )
w xV , Q involves a 12-dimensional quadratic module for L rQ . Hencea) a ) a ) a )
 .using Theorem 2.15 i and Lemma 3.22 we have
 .  .  . w x5.16.1 i h L , V s 1, V r V , Q involves a 12-dimensionalb b b b b
w x w xquadratic module for L rQ , and V , Q s Z , Q ;b b b b a b
 . < < 2ii V Q rQ G 2 and V F F ;a) b b a ) b
 .iii if L rQ ( S , then Q Q F F - L and Q actsa a 5 a b b 2 b b
quadratically on Z .a
 . .  . < < 2Applying 5.16.1 ii to a) q 1, b g C gives V Q rQ G 2 . Thusb a ) a )
 . < < 2we can choose l g D b with Z Z Q rQ G 2 . Set B s Z Z .l a a ) a ) a l l a
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 . 6 w  .xThen Proposition 2.12 iii implies that 2 F V : C B ; especially, ata) V a la)
least one of V l Q g Q or V l Q g Q must hold. Without loss ofa) b a a ) b l
generality we assume that V l Q g Q . We next aim to provea) b a
 .  . w x w x5.16.2 There exists a d , d ) g C such that Z , Q F V , V .d dq1 dq1 d )
w xIf L rQ \ S , then Lemmas 5.6 and 2.35 imply that Z s Z , Q sa a 5 b a b
w x w xZ , V l Q F V , V . So we may assume that L rQ ( S . If Z is aa a ) b b a ) a a 5 a
 . .  . .natural S -module, then Lemmas 3.22 and 2.3 vi a and 5.16.1 iii give5
the result. Thus we may assume that Z is an orthogonal S -module.a 5
 . . 6 w  .xUsing Lemma 3.22 and 2.3 v a and 2 F V : C B , we concludea) V a la)
 . < . < <that, in a counterexample to 5.16.2 , V l Q Q rQ s V la) b a a a )
. <Q Q rQ s 2,b l l
4< <Z , V l Q s Z , V l Q ( E 2 and V Q rQ s 2 . .a a ) b l a ) b a ) b b
 .  . < <Now either 5.16.2 holds for a) q 1, b or, by symmetry, V Q rQ sb a ) a )
4  . w2 . So, we may choose t g D b with Z g B Q . Then B Z , V lt a l a ) a l t a )
x w x < < 3Q s Z , V l Q . Select X F Z B such that XQ rQ s 2 .b a a ) b t a l a ) a )
w x w x  . w xThen V l Q , X s Z , V l Q ( E 2 and because V : V l Qa) b a a ) b a ) a ) b
4  .s 2 , we have contradicted Proposition 2.12 v . Hence we have verified
 .5.16.2 .
 . w x w xNow fix a , a) g C such that Z , Q F V , V .a b b a )
w x w x   . ..Since W centralizes V and Z , Q s Z , Q by 15.16.1 i ,a) a ) a b aq2 b
 . .  . .using Lemmas 2.34 and 2.3 v d and vi d we find that
 .  .5.16.3 W l Q F L .a) aq3 b
ww x x ww x xFurther, as V , V , W l L s 1 s V , W l L , V andb a ) a ) b b a ) b a )
< < 2  .V Q rQ G 2 , Proposition 2.12 iii implies thata) b b
 .  . < . < 45.16.4 i W l L Q rQ F 2 ;a) b b b
 . w x w x w x w xw xii V , V V , Q r V , Q s V , W l L V , Q rb a ) b b b b b a ) b b b
w xV , Q .b b
 .  . . w x w xThen, by 5.16.2 and 5.16.4 ii , V , V s V , W l L . Henceb a ) b a ) b
 . w x w x w  .x5.16.5 V , V s V , W l L and W rV : C V Fb a ) b a ) b a ) a ) W r V ba) a )w xW : W l L .a) a ) b
w x w x  .Certainly we have W , V F W , W F W l L and, by 5.16.5 ,a) b a ) aq3 a ) b
w xV , W l L F V and as a consequence V acts quadratically onb a ) b a ) b
 .  .W rV . By Lemma 5.5 there exists a) q 1 g D a) such that a) q 1, ba) a )
 . .  . < < 2g C. Applying 5.16.1 ii to a) q 1, b yields V Q rQ G 2 . Combin-b a ) a )
 .  .ing this with 5.16.5 and Proposition 2.12 iii we deduce that
 . 8 w x w x 65.16.6 2 G W : W l Q G W : W l L G 2 .a) a ) aq3 a ) a ) b
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 .  .  .Then, by Proposition 2.12 iii , Lemma 3.7 iii , and 5.16.6 ,
 .  .5.16.7 h L , W rV s 1.a) a ) a )
 .From Lemma 2.2, Aut M does not contain any elementary abelian22
5  . w x2-group of order greater than 2 and so 5.16.6 dictates that W , W ga) a )
w xQ . Hence V W , Q g U , which then implies thataq 3 a ) a ) a ) a )y 1
 .  .h L , W rV G 2, contrary to 5.16.7 . With this contradiction we havea) a ) a )
established the lemma.
LEMMA 5.17. If q s 22, then F rD \ M .a b b 22
Proof. Suppose that q s 22 and F rD ( M . Then from Theorema b b 22
 .2.15 i we have
2 2q2< <V : C Z F 2 . V Q rQ F 2 . .a) V a a ) b ba)
 .  .Hence Theorem 2.15 v implies that h L , V s 1. Therefore, froma) a )
 .Lemmas 5.6, 5.7 ii and 5.9 we infer that L rQ ( S . Now applyinga a 5
Lemma 3.22 we get Q Q F F . But then Z Q rQ F F rQ anda b b a a ) a ) a ) a )
 .  .V Q rQ F F rQ . So Proposition 2.11 ii and iii imply thata) b b b b
4 32 F V : C Z F 2 , .a) V aa)
which is impossible. This completes the proof of Lemma 5.17.
Proof of Theorem 5.2. By Lemma 5.8, q G 22 and by Lemmas 5.4 anda
5.14]5.17, in a counterexample to Theorem 5.2, b s 3. Thus we assume
 .that b s 3, pick a , a) g C , and work for a contradiction. Our first claim
is that
 . w x w x5.2.1 V , Q / V , Q .b b a ) a )
w x w xSuppose that V , Q s V , Q . Then, since V g Q by Lemma 5.5b b a ) a ) a ) b
< < < <we can assume without loss of generality that V Q rQ G V Q rQb a ) a ) a ) b b
/ 1. Hence
< <w xV r V , Q : C V F V : V l Q F V Q rQ . .a) a ) a ) V rwV , Q x b a ) a ) b b a ) a )a) a ) a )
w xBut then V Q rQ is an offending subgroup on V r V , Q , whichb a ) a ) a ) a ) a )
 .  .contradicts Theorem 2.15 iii . So 5.2.1 holds.
 .5.2.2 L rQ ( S .a a 5
 .Suppose that L rQ ( L q . Then, by Lemma 5.3, S s Q Q and,a a 2 a a b a b
by Lemma 5.6, Z is a natural L rQ -module. If Z l Z / 1, thena a a b a )
Lemma 2.34 implies that S s S and, hence, that Z s Z , whichaq2 b aq2 a ) b a )
 .  .is against 5.2.1 and Lemma 5.7 i . So Z l Z s 1.b a )
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 . 3Assume that V l Q F Q . Then, by Theorem 2.15 v , 2 Fa) b a
w  .x < <  .V : C Z F V Q rQ . Thus, by Theorem 2.15 i , F rD ( 3Ma) V a a ) b b b b 22a)
4 w  .x < < 4  .and 2 F V : C Z F V Q rQ F 2 . Choose t , l g D a) sucha) V a a ) b ba)
 .  .4 < < 2that t , b , l, b : C and Z Z Q rQ G 2 . Then by Propositiont l b b
 . w  .x 6 < < 42.12 iii , V : C Z Z G 2 . Therefore, as V Q rQ F 2 , we haveb V t l b a ) a )b
at least one of V l Q g Q or V l Q g Q holding. Hence we may,b a ) t b a ) l
 .and do, choose a , a) g C so that V l Q g Q . Then, by Lemma 2.35,a) b a
w  .x w xZ : C V l Q s q and because Z l Q , V l Q F Z l Za Z a ) b a a a ) a ) b a ) ba
s 1, we have
 . 4 < < w x w 5.2.2.1 2 G Z Q rQ s Z : Z l Q G Z : C V la a ) a ) a a a ) a Z a )a
.x 2Q s q G 2 .b a
 .  .Assuming that F rD \ 3M , we get from Theorem 2.15 i and 5.2.2.1b b 22
2 w  .x 2 4  .that q s 2 and V : C Z F 2 .q s 2 . Then Theorem 2.15 iia a ) V a aa)
implies that F rD ( M , and this contradicts Lemma 5.17. Therefore,b b 22
 . w  .x 4q4F rD ( 3M . Then, by 5.2.2.1 , V : C Z F 2 , so Lemma 5.9,b b 22 a ) V aa)
 .  .  .Proposition 2.12 iii , and 5.2.2.1 imply that h L , V s 1. Thus, byb b
 . 2  .Lemmas 5.8, 5.9, and 5.7 ii , q s 2 . From Proposition 2.12 iii anda
 . < < 4 < . < 25.2.2.1 we deduce that V Q rQ s 2 and V l Q Q rQ s 2 .a) b b a ) b a a
w Finally, we consider Q . We certainly have V Q rQ , Q la) a ) b b aq2
. x  . w xQ Q rQ s 1 and so, by Proposition 2.12 i and A , V Q rQ sa) b b a ) b b
 . w x w xQ l Q Q rQ . Thus V , Q l Q s V , V and as a conse-aq2 a ) b b b a ) aq2 b a )
w  .x w x 2quence Q rV : C V F Q : Q l Q F q s 2 . Thisa) a ) Q r V b a ) a ) aq2 aa) a )
 .contradicts Theorem 2.15 v and Lemma 3.18. Hence we conclude that
 .  .L rQ \ L q and 5.2.2 follows from Lemma 5.6.a a 2 a
 .5.2.3 The contradiction.
 .By 5.2.2 we have, in a counterexample, L rQ ( S . Then, by Lemmaa a 5
5.15, F rT ( M , and, by Lemma 5.17, F rD \ M . Thus we must haveb b 22 b b 22
 . w  .x 6F rD ( 3M . Hence, by Lemma 2.15 i , V : C Z F 2 . Thenb b 22 a ) V aa)
 .  . w x w xh L , V s 1 by Theorem 2.15 v and so V , Q s Z , Q . Supposeb b b b a b
< < 4  . wthat V Q rQ s 2 . Then, as above in the proof of 5.2.2 , V , Q la) b b b a )
x w xw x w xQ F V , V V , Q F V , V Z F V . Hence,aq2 b a ) b b b a ) aq2 a )
2w xQ rV : C V F Q : Q l Q F 2 , .a) a ) Q r V b a ) a ) aq2a) a )
 . 2which is impossible by Theorem 2.15 v . Therefore, we have 2 F
< < 3  .V Q rQ F 2 , V l Q g Q , and, by Proposition 2.12 iii ,a ) b b a ) b a
< < < < 2Z Q rQ s 2. Suppose that V Q rQ s 2 . Then, by Theorema a ) a ) a ) b b
 . < . < 2  . w2.15 v , V l Q Q rQ s 2 and, by Lemma 2.3 ii , 1 / Z l Q ,a) b a a a a )
x w x  . .  . . <wV l Q F V , Q . Since, by Lemma 2.3 v a and vi a , Z , V la) b a ) a ) a a )
x < 2 w w x  .x 3Q s 2 , we deduce that V r V , Q : C Z F 2 ,b a ) a ) a ) V rwV , Q x aa) a ) a )
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 . < < 3which is against Theorem 2.15 v . Hence V Q rQ s 2 and, by symme-a) b b
< < 3  .try, we also have V Q rQ s 2 . So we can select t g D b withb a ) a )
 .1 / Z Q rQ / Z Q rQ . Using Proposition 2.12 iii , we find that att a ) a ) a a ) a )
< . < 2 < . < 2least one of V l Q Q rQ s 2 or V l Q Q rQ s 2 and em-a) b a a a ) b t t
w x  .ploying Lemma 3.22 gives S : Q Q s 2 and Q Q g Syl F . Sinceab a b a b 2 b
 . < . < 2  .t , a) g C , we may assume that V l Q Q rQ s 2 . Now, by 5.2.1 ,a) b a a
w x w x  . .  . .Z , Q / Z , Q , so, by Lemma 2.3 v e and vi e , we haveaq2 b aq2 a )
w x w xZ , Q l Z , Q s 1, or Z is an orthogonal S -module andaq2 b aq2 a ) a 5
w x w x w xZ , Q l Z , Q s Z s Z . So, as Z l Q , V l Q / 1, Zaq2 b aq2 a ) b a ) a a ) a ) b a
w x w xis an orthogonal S -module and Z , Q l Z , Q s Z . Thus5 aq2 b aq2 a ) b
w xV r Z , Q , V , Q F Z , Q Z , Q r Z , Qb aq2 b a ) a ) aq2 a ) aq2 b aq2 b
( E 2 . .
w w x xTherefore Q l L operates as a transvection on V r Z , Q , V ,a) b b aq2 b a )
w .x  .and so MS, Lemma 3.4 b , the GF 4 -structure of the noncentral F -mod-b
w x  .  .ule within V r V , Q and the fact that any element of L rQ _ F rQb b b b b b b
inverts T rQ imply, first, that Q l L F F and, second, that Q l Lb b a ) b b a ) b
w x  .operates quadratically on V r V , Q . Therefore Proposition 2.12 i im-b b b
w x 4 wplies that Q l L : Q l Q F 2 . So we have Q l L : Q la) b a ) b a ) b a )
 .x  2 .V Q F 2. Hence, as Q Q rQ ( E 2 ,a) b a ) aq2 aq2
2Q rV : C V F Q : Q l V Q F 2.2 . .  .a) a ) Q r V b a ) a ) a ) ba) a )
 .It thus follows from Theorem 2.15 v that the noncentral L -chief factora)
 .which occurs in Q rV is a quadratic module for L rT ( Aut M .a) a ) a ) a ) 22
 .We then, at last, have a contradiction from Proposition 2.11 iii , as
w  .x 4V F Q Q F F implies that Q rV : C V G 2 .b aq2 a ) a ) a ) a ) Q r V ba) a )
 .6. COMMUTING CRITICAL PAIRS WITH a g O S
In this section we assume the following hypothesis is satisfied:
 . w xHYPOTHESIS 6.1. Hypothesis 3.1 holds and, for a , a) g C , Z , Za a )
 .s 1 and a g O S .
We will prove the following theorem.
THEOREM 6.2. If Hypothesis 6.1 is satisfied, then b s 1.
We work with a counterexample to Theorem 6.2. Hence throughout this
 .section we assume that b G 3 and that a , a) g C. We recall that, as
b G 3, V is elementary abelian.b
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LEMMA 6.3. Q l Q is not normal in either L or L .a b a b
Proof. Suppose that Q l Q is normal in L . Then we obtain thea b a
untenable
Z F Q l Q s Q l Q F Q .a a )y2 a )y1 a )y1 a ) a )
The second possibility, that Q l Q is normal in L , is ruled out bya b b
Theorem 3.20.
 .LEMMA 6.4. h L , V G 2.b b
w 2 .xProof. By Lemma 6.3, Q , O L g Q , whence Lemma 3.11 appliesb b a
 .  .and, as a g O S , we conclude that h L , V G 2.b b
< < 2 < < 2LEMMA 6.5. At least one of Z Q rQ G 2 or V Q rQ G 2a a ) a ) a ) b b
holds. In particular, q G 22.a)
< < < <Proof. Supposing that Z Q rQ s 2 G V Q rQ , we will uncovera a ) a ) a ) b b
w  .xa contradiction. If V l Q F Q , then V : C Z F 2 anda) b a a ) V aa)
 .h L , V s 1, which contradicts Lemma 6.4. Thus V l Q g Q and,a) a ) a ) b a
< <  .as Z Q rQ s 2, Theorem 2.15 v implies that Z l Q g Q fora a ) a ) a a ) a )q1
 .  .some a) q 1 g D a) . Applying Theorem 2.15 v again and using
< < < . < 2V Q rQ F 2, we find that Z l Q Q rQ G 2 . Now applyinga) b b a )q1 b a a
 . < . < 3Theorem 2.15 ii gives Z l Q Q rQ G 2 . Finally, Theorema a ) a )q1 a )q1
 .  . < . < 52.15 i and Proposition 2.12 iii imply that Z l Q Q rQ G 2 ,a)q1 b a a
 .which contradicts Theorem 2.15 i .
 .Using Lemma 6.5, for Lemmas 6.6 and 6.7, we select a , a) g C such
< < 2that V Q rQ G 2 .b a ) a )
LEMMA 6.6. V g Q .a) b
Proof. Suppose that V F Q and argue for a contradiction.a) b
 .  . w x6.6.1 If a) q 1 g D a) is such that Z l Q , Z / 1, thena a ) a )q1
< . <Z l Q Q rQ F 2.a a ) a )q1 a 9q1
< . < 2Assume that we have Z l Q Q rQ G 2 . Then Theorema a ) a )q1 a )q1
 . < < 4  .2.15 ii implies that Z Q rQ G 2 and hence F rC Z ( 3M .a)q1 a a a L a 22a
 .Employing Proposition 2.12 iii for Z l Q acting on Z then givesa a ) a 9q1
< < 6  .  .Z Q rQ G 2 , which is against Theorem 2.15 i . So 6.6.1 holds.a)q1 a a
 . < < 26.6.2 Z Q rQ G 2 .a a ) a )
 . < < wIf 6.6.2 is false, then we have Z Q rQ s 2. Therefore Z la a ) a ) a
x  .  .Q , V / 1 by Theorem 2.15 v . Thus there exists a) q 1 g D a) fora) a )
w x  .which Z l Q , Z / 1. So Z g Q . From Theorem 2.15 v ,a a ) a )q1 a )q1 a
w  .x 3 < . < 2Z : C Z G 2 , which forces Z l Q Q rQ G 2 , con-a Z a )q1 a a ) a )q1 a )q1a
 .trary to 6.6.1 .
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 . 2From Lemmas 6.4 and 6.5, h L , V G 2 and q G 2 . So usinga) a ) a )
 .Lemma 2.3 and 6.6.2 , in the case L rQ ( S , and Lemma 2.31,a) a ) 5
 < < 2 .otherwise note that V Q rQ G 2 , we deduce thatb a ) a )
4 2 < <2 F q F Z : C Z F V Q rQ . .a) a ) V a a ) a aa)
 .  . < < 4Thus, by Theorem 2.15 i , F rC Z ( 3M , V Q rQ s 2 , anda L a 22 a ) a aa
2 < < 2  .q s 2 . Therefore, Z Q rQ F 2 and recourse to Theorem 2.15 va) a a ) a )
w x  . wgives Z l Q , V / 1. Letting a) q 1 g D a) be such that Z la a ) a ) a
x  . < . <Q , Z / 1, Proposition 2.12 iii yields that Z l Q Q rQa) a )q1 a a ) a )q1 a )q1
4  .G 2 . But this is against 6.6.1 , and with this contradiction the lemma is
proven.
LEMMA 6.7. The following hold:
 .  .i L rQ ( L q or S ;b b 2 b 5
 .ii F rT ( M and Z is either one of the 10-dimensional quadratica a 22 a
 .modules for Aut M or the 12-dimensional quadratic module for 3M .22 22
Proof. Because of Lemma 6.6 we may apply Lemma 3.9. We employ
 .the notation introduced before Lemma 3.9. Then, by Theorem 2.15 v ,
 .  .2.15 ii , and Proposition 2.12 iii , q G 3r2 and, if q F 2, then the state-
 .  .ments in ii hold, using Lemma 2.23. First assume that i does not hold.
 .  .  .4Then L rQ g S U q , Sz q and, using Lemmas 6.4 and 2.32, bothb b 3 b b
r G 2 and c G 2. Hence employing Lemma 3.9 we have q y 1 F 1r3.
 .Therefore q F 4r3 - 3r2, which is a contradiction. Thus i holds. Hence
 .r s 1, c s 2, and rc y 1 s 1, so once again utilizing Lemma 3.9 we get
 .q F 2 and thus ii holds.
LEMMA 6.8. L rQ \ S .b b 5
Proof. We suppose that L rQ ( S and show this leads to a contra-b b 5
diction. We start with
 .  . w x6.8.1 Suppose that t g D a) , and Z F Q . Then Z , Z s 1.t b t a
 . w xSuppose that t g D a) , Z F Q , and Z , Z / 1. Then, by Theoremt b a t
 . w  .x 3 < . <2.15 v , Z : C Z G 2 and so Z l Q Q rQ G 2. Thereforea Z t a a ) t ta
< < 3  .Z Q rQ G 2 , which, in turn, using Theorem 2.15 i and Propositiont a a
 . < . < 4  .2.12 iii , gives Z l Q Q rQ G 2 . Finally, from Proposition 2.12 iii ,a a ) t t
< < 6  .we have Z Q rQ G 2 , which is against Theorem 2.15 i .t a a
 .6.8.2 At least one of V l Q g K and V l Q g K holds.a) b b b a ) a )
Suppose that both V l Q F K and V l Q F K hold, and as-a) b b b a ) a )
< < < <sume, without loss of generality, that V Q rQ F V Q rQ . Thena) b b b a ) a )
< <V : C V F V : V l Q F V Q rQ . .a) V b a ) a ) b b a ) a )a)
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Therefore, V Q rQ is an offending subgroup on V and thus, byb a ) a ) a )
 .Lemma 2.3, h L , V s 1, which contradicts Lemma 6.4.a) a )
We now assume without loss of generality that V l Q g K . So wea) b b
 .  .can choose t g D b with V l Q g Q . Suppose that t , a) f C.a) b t
w x  .Then, since Z , V l Q / 1, there exists a) q 1 g D a) witht a ) b
w x  . w xZ , Z / 1. Now, if a) q 1, b g C , then, as Z F Q , Z , Zt a )q1 t a ) t a )q1
 .  .s 1 by 6.8.1 applied to a) q 1, b , which is impossible. Thus Z Fa)q1
Q . Then we conclude that either Z Q rQ is an offending sub-b t a )q1 a )q1
group on Z or Z Q rQ is an offending subgroup on Z , which isa)q1 a )q1 t t t
 .  .against Theorem 2.15 iv . Thus t , a) g C. Henceforth, without loss of
 .generality, we take a s t . We then observe that Theorem 2.15 v immedi-
ately gives
 .6.8.3 Z l Q g K .a a ) a )
 .Now choose and fix a) q 1 g D a) with Z l Q g Q . Thena a ) a )q1
 .  .  .6.8.1 implies that a) q 1, b g C. Furthermore, by Theorem 2.15 v ,
Z l Q g Q . Finally, we observe that the configuration is symmetrica)q1 b a
between Z and Z .a a )q1
 . < < < < 26.8.4 Z Q rQ s Z Q rQ s 2 .a a ) a ) a )q1 b b
< <Assume without loss of generality that Z Q rQ s 2. Then, bya)q1 b b
 . < . < 2 < < 2Theorem 2.15 v , Z l Q Q rQ G 2 , so, as Z Q rQ F 2 ,a)q1 b a a a a ) a )
 . < . < 2Theorem 2.15 ii implies that Z l Q Q rQ G 2 . This thena a ) a )q1 a )q1
< . < 3  .forces Z l Q Q rQ G 2 and F rC Z ( 3M . Now applyinga)q1 b a a a L a 22a
 . < . < 4Proposition 2.12 iii we get that Z l Q Q rQ s 2 , whencea a ) a )q1 a )q1
< . < 5Z l Q Q rQ G 2 , which is impossible.a)q1 b a a
 .  .  .  .Whenever d , t g E G with d g O L , we define Y s core Z .d L td
 .6.8.5 One of the following holds:
 .  .  .i F rC Z ( 3M , and a Z is the 12-dimensionala L a 22 aa
 .  . < . < 4 <quadratic module for F rC Z ; b Z l Q Q rQ s 2 s Za L a a )q1 b a a aa
. <  . w xl Q Q rQ ; and c Z l Q s Z , Z l Q s Y (a) a )q1 a )q1 a a )q1 a a )q1 b b
 6.E 2 ;
 .  .  .  .ii L rC Z ( Aut M , and a Z is a 10-dimensionala L a 22 aa
 .  . < . < 2  .quadratic module for L rC Z ; b V l Q Q rQ s 2 ; and ca L a a ) b a aa
< . < 2  .  .  .2 F Z l Q Q r Q F 2 , and Z l Q C Z rC Z con-a)q1 b a a a )q1 b L a L aa a
tains an element of class 2 B
 .  .Suppose first that F rC Z ( 3M . Then a follows froma)q1 L q1 a )q1 22a)
 .  .  .Lemma 6.7 ii . Next, as Z l Q g Q , Proposition 2.12 ii and viiia)q1 b a
< . < 2  .implies that Z l Q Q rQ G 2 . Thus Proposition 2.12 i anda a ) a )q1 a )q1
 .  .ii and part a imply that
6 62 F Z : C Z l Q F 2 . .a)q1 Z a a )a 9q1
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 .Thus, the first statement of b holds and the second statement then
follows by a symmetric argument. Finally, Y F Z F K F Q , to-b aq2 a ) a )q1
 . .  . .  .  .gether with i a , i b , Proposition 2.12 iii , and 6.8.4 , implies that
w x  6.  .Y F Z , Z l Q ( E 2 . On the other hand, Z l Q Q rb a a )q1 b a )q1 b a
 . .  . wQ eS rQ , by part i b and Proposition 2.12 vii and therefore Z ,a a b a a
x  :  : wZ l Q e S , Z . If S , Z - L , then Z : Z la)q1 b a b a )q1 a b a )q1 b a )q1 a )q1
x w  .x 5S F 2 and hence Z : C Z l Q F 2 , which is a contradic-ab a )q1 Z a a )a 9q1
 . .  .  :tion to part i b and Proposition 2.12 iii . Therefore, S , Z s L ,ab a )q1 b
w x  . .whence Z , Z l Q F Y , and we have that i c holds.a a )q1 b b
 .  . .  .Next suppose that F rC Z ( M . Then ii a is just Lemma 6.7 ii .a L a 22a
 . < < 2Furthermore, as h L , V G 2 by Lemma 6.4 and Z Q rQ s 2 bya) a ) a a ) a )
 .  . < . <6.8.4 , Lemma 2.3 and Theorem 2.15 i imply that V l Q Q rQ sa) b a a
2  . .  . .2 , which gives ii b . Finally we consider ii c ; note that we have
< . < 2 < . < 22 F Z l Q Q rQ F 2 . If Z l Q Q rQ s 2 holds, thena)q1 b a a a )q1 b a a
 .  .  .Proposition 2.11 ii asserts that the elements of Z l Q C Z ra)q1 b L aa
 ..  . < . <C Z _ F rC Z are both of class 2 B. While Z l Q Q rQL a a L a a )q1 b a aa a
< . <s 2 first implies that Z l Q Q rQ s 2 and then Propositiona a ) a )q1 a )q1
 .  .  . 2.11 ii , iii , and iv imply that the nontrivial element in Z la)q1
.  .  .  . .Q C Z rC Z is of class 2 B. Hence ii c holds, and thisb L a L aa a
 .completes the proof of 6.8.5 .
 . w x 5  .6.8.6 If Z : Y G 2 , then h L , V G 3.a b b b
 . w x  .Suppose that h L , V s 2. Then Z , Q , Q F Y , and, by 6.8.4 ,b b a b b b
w x w x w xS : Q Q F 2. If S s Q Q , then, as Z , Q , Q s Z , Q , Qab a b a b a b a b b aq2 b b
 . . .  . .  .is centralized by V l Q , 6.8.5 i b and ii b , Propositions 2.11 viia) b
 .  .and 2.12 iv deliver a contradiction. Therefore, using 6.8.4 we have
 . w x6.8.6.1 S : Q Q s 2, and Q operates quadratically on eachab a b a
L -invariant section of V which is centralized by Q .b b b
 .By Lemma 6.3 there exists l g D b such that Q l Q g Q , whenceb l a
w x  .Z , Q , Q l Q / 1 by 6.8.6.1 and Proposition 2.16. Thereforea b b l
w x  w x .  wZ , Q g Y and consequently h L , V r V , Q Y s h L , V ,a b b b b b b b b b
Äx . w xQ Y rY s 1. Set V s V rY and V s V r V , Q Y . Note thatb b b b b b b b b b b
 .  .  .6.8.6.2 Z l C L s 1 and, in particular, Z l C L sw xa V b a V , Q bb b b
1.
 . wBecause, by 6.8.6.1 , Q operates quadratically on V , Q and Za b b a
x  . < <l V , Q , Q s 1, Lemma 2.4 and 6.8.6.2 imply that Z l V , Qb b a a b b
2 5 Ä 3w x < <F 2 . Since by assumption Z : Y G 2 , it follows that Z G 2 . Bya b a
Ä .6.8.6.1 , Q acts quadratically on V and so utilizing Lemma 2.4 again wea b
Ä Äw x w xfind Z F Z with Z l V , Q F Z , Z : Z F 2, and Z s Z l0 a a b b 0 a 0 0 a
 2 .. w x 3C O L . Thus we have Z : Y G 2 .ÄV b 0 bb
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w xPut V s Z V , Q Y . Observe that0 0 b b b
V , Q s Z , Q V , Q , Q Y , Q F Z , Q Y F Z .0 b 0 b b b b b b 0 b b a
w x w x w xSince V , Q is normal in L , this gives V , Q F Y . So V , Q s 10 b b 0 b b 0 b
 .and hence Q acts quadratically on V by 6.8.6.1 . Applying Lemma 2.4a 0
 .  .this time to V yields Z l C L / 1, which contradicts 6.8.6.2 . From0 0 V b0
 .this contradiction we conclude that h L , V G 3.b b
 .  .  .6.8.7 L rC Z ( Aut M .a L a 22a
 .  .  .If 6.8.7 is false, then 6.8.5 gives us that F rC Z ( 3M . Now, asa L a 22a
w x  . . .Z , Z l Q is centralized by V l Q , 6.8.5 i c and Propositiona a )q1 b a ) b
 . w x w x2.12 iii imply that Z , Z l Q s Z , V l Q and soa a )q1 b a a ) b
6Z , V l Q s 2 . ) .a a ) b
 .  .  . .Further, from Proposition 2.12 iv , 6.8.4 , and 6.8.5 i , we have
3Z l Q , Z l Q G 2 . )) .a a ) a )q1 b
 . . . While, using 6.8.5 i c with a) playing the role of b and a and a) q 1
.interchanged , we get
w xZ l Q , Z l Q F Z l Q , Z s Y . ))) .a a ) a )q1 b a a ) a )q1 a )
 .  .  . w .Combining ) , )) , and ))) we deduce that V l Q ra) b
x 3 w x 2  . < <Y , Z F 2 and since V : V l Q s 2 and, by 6.8.4 , Z Q rQa) a a ) a ) b a a ) a )
2  . .  . .  .s 2 , Lemma 2.3 v a and vi a imply h L , V F 2. However,a) a )
 . . .  .  .6.8.5 i c and 6.8.6 imply that h L , V G 3, which is a contradiction.a) a )
 .  .Thus we conclude that F rC Z \ 3M and so 6.8.7 is true.a L a 22a
 .6.8.8 The following hold:
 .  .i h L , V s 2;a) a )
 . w x 4 w x w xii Z : Y s 2 and Y s Z , V l Q s V , V l Q ;a b b a a ) b b a ) b
 .iii b s 3.
 . < < 2 wBy Lemma 6.4, h L , V G 2, and, as Z Q rQ s 2 and V : Va) a ) a a ) a ) a ) a )
x 4  .  .  . w x 4l Q F 2 , i holds. Now, by part i and 6.8.6 , Z : Y F 2a a b
< . < 2  .and, because V l Q Q rQ G 2 , Proposition 2.11 iii implies thata) b a a
w x 4 w x 4  .Z : Y G 2 . Thus Z : Y s 2 and, by Proposition 2.11 v , Y sa b a b b
w x w x  .Z , V l Q . If Z , V l Q / 1 for some l g D b , then, by Propo-a a ) b l a ) b
 .  . w x  .sition 2.11 v and vi , Z , V l Q F Y , whence ii holds. Now supposel a ) b b
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 . . .  .that b G 5. By 6.8.5 ii c we may select x g Z l Q _ F such thata)q1 b a
 .the image of x in L rC Z is of class 2 B. We claim thata L aa
 .  :there exists a y 1 g D a such that S , x s L . Indeed, we use theaq1a a

















represents the action of an involution of class 2 B. Notice that if T g
 .  .Syl H , then by counting there is a unique hexad h and duad d such2
 .  .that T F Stab h l Stab d . So pickH H






  .  .. t tand select T g Syl Stab h l Stab d . Then, since h / h and d / d,2 H H
t  . t  .  .  .T g Stab d and T g Stab h . Because Stab h and Stab d are theH H H H
 :only maximal subgroups of H containing T , we conclude that T , t s H.
 .  :We therefore select and fix a y 1 g D a such that S , x s L .ay1a a
Suppose that V F Q . Then we claim that V F Q . Foray1 a )y2 a )y2 ay1
 .  .V g Q implies there exists l g D a) y 2 such that l, a y 1 ga)y2 ay1
 .  . w xC. Applying 6.8.1 to l, a y 1 gives V , Z s 1, which is againstay1 l
 . w xl, a y 1 g C. Thus V F Q . Now, if V , V / 1, then, fora)y2 ay1 a )y2 ay1
 .  .some a y 2 g D a y 1 , a standard argument see Lemma 4.3 forces
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 .Z to be an FF-module, which is a contradiction to Theorem 2.15 iv . Itay2
 .follows that V F Q F L , and then that V s Z V l Q .ay1 a )y1 a ) ay1 a ay1 a )
w x w xw xSo V , Z l Q s Z , Z l Q V l Q , Z l Q .ay1 a )q1 b a a )q1 b ay1 a ) a )q1 b
 .  2 .However, as b G 5 and V l Q Q rQ ( E 2 , Propositionb a ) a )q1 a 9q1
 .2.11 vi implies that
V l Q Q rQ F C V l Q , Z .  .ay1 a ) a )q1 a )q1 L q1 b a ) a )q1a)
s V l Q Q rQ . .b a ) a )q1 a )q1
Therefore
V l Q , Z l Q F V l Q , Z l Q F Y ,ay1 a ) a )q1 b b a ) a )q1 b b
 .by part ii . We conclude that
V , Z l Q s Z , Z l Q V l Q , Z l Qay1 a )q1 b a a )q1 b ay1 a ) a )q1 b
F Z Y F Z F V .a b a ay1
 :  :But then V is normalized by L , x s L , L , which is aay1 ay1 ay1 a
contradiction to Lemma 3.4. Therefore, V g Q and so there existsay1 a )y2
 .  .  . .a y 2, a) y 2 g C with a y 2 g D a y 1 . Applying 6.8.8 ii to this
w xcritical pair we deduce that V l Q , V s Y . However, asa)y2 ay1 ay1 ay1
w x  :b G 5, Z l Q , V s 1 and so Y e S , Z l Q , La)q1 b a )y2 ay1 ay1a a )q1 b ay1
 :s L , L , which again contradicts Lemma 3.4. Therefore, b F 3 anda ay1
 .iii is true.
From here on the fact that b s 3 will be used without further comment.
 .  .6.8.9 h L , Q s 3.a) a )
w xLa):  .Putting R s U , Q we observe that h L , R sa) a )q1 a ) a ) a )
 . < < 2h L , Q . Because R centralizes Y , R Q rQ F 2 by Propo-a) a ) a ) a ) a ) aq2 aq2
 .  . . < . < 3sition 2.11 vi and 6.8.8 ii . Plainly, R l Q Q rQ F 2 and sincea) aq2 b b
 .R l Q l Q centralizes Y , we again employ Proposition 2.11 vi anda) aq2 b b
 . . < . < 26.8.8 ii to get R l Q l Q Q rQ F 2 . Thereforea ) aq 2 b a a
w  .x 7  .R : C Z F 2 , and so Lemma 2.3 and 6.8.4 together givea) R aa)
 .  .  . .h L , R F 3. Since, by Lemma 6.3, h L , Q rV / 1, 6.8.8 i givesa) a ) a ) a ) a )
 .6.8.9 .
 . 46.8.10 A minimal L -invariant subgroup of Q rK has order 2 .a) a ) a )
 .Indeed, suppose that 6.8.10 is false. Then there exists a minimal
L -invariant subgroup of Q rK of order 2. Let X be the preimage ina) a ) a ) a )
Q of such an L -invariant subgroup. Then since X g Q and asa) a ) a ) aq2
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 .  .   ..L rC Z ( Aut M , X Q rQ s V Z S rQ Fa L a 22 a ) aq2 aq2 1 aq2 a ) aq2a
 . .  . .F Q by Lemma 2.22. Now, by 6.8.5 ii , 6.8.8 ii , Propositionaq2 aq2
 .  4. w x2.11 iii , and the three subgroup lemma, E 2 ( Z , X F Y . Henceaq2 a ) a )
w x 2 .Z , X is centralized by O L and normalized by S andaq2 a ) a ) a )aq2
w x w x < <therefore Z , X s V , X . Since X rK s 2, X induces anaq2 a ) a ) a ) a ) a ) a )
w  .x 4 w  .xinvolution on V , and so V : C X s 2 . From Z : C Xa) a ) V a ) aq2 Z a )a) aq24  .  .s 2 , we conclude that V s Z C X and Y s C X sa) aq2 V a ) a ) Z a )a) aq2
 .  . .   ..Z l C X . Hence, using 6.8.8 i , we deduce that h L , C Xaq2 V a ) a ) V a )a) a )
 .  .s h L , V s 2. Next, we consider the action of Z on C X anda) a ) a V a )a)
find that
Z , C X l Q F Y l C X .  .a V a ) b b V a )a) a )
F Z l C X F C X s Y . .  .aq2 V a ) Z a ) a )a) aq2
However, this implies that
2C X rY , C Z F 2 , .  .V a ) a ) C  X .r Y aa) V a 9 a 9a 9
< < 2   ..which is against Z Q rQ s 2 , Lemma 2.3, and h L , C X s 2.a a ) a ) a ) V a )a)
 .Thus no such X exists and we have established 6.8.10 .a)
 .6.8.11 The contradiction.
< . < 2  .From V l Q Q rQ s 2 and Proposition 2.11 ii , V l Q g F .a) b a a a ) b a
w xIn particular, V l Q g Q , Q Q . Therefore, we infer thata) b b b a
U l Q Q , Q K r Q , Q K .aq2 b b b b b b b
/ U l Q Q , Q K r Q , Q K .a b b b b b b b
F L r Q , Q K .b b b b
 w x .  .  .This implies that h L , Q r Q , Q K / 0. Since, by 6.8.9 , h L , Qb b b b b b b
 .  w x .s 3 and h L , V s 2, we deduce that h L , Q , Q K rK s 0. Tob b b b b b b
 . w xfinish we apply 6.8.10 to see that Q , Q F K F Q . Hence we haveb b b a
shown that Q Q rQ is an abelian subgroup of S rQ of order at leastb a a a b a
27, and this is plainly impossible. Thus we have our final contradiction and
the proof of Lemma 6.8 is at last complete.
LEMMA 6.9. S s Q Q .ab a b
 .Proof. Since L rQ ( L q by Lemmas 6.7 and 6.8, Lemma 6.9b b 2 b
 .follows from Lemmas 3.21 and 2.26 i .
 .LEMMA 6.10. h L , V G 3.b b
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 .  .Proof. Assume that h L , V F 2. Then by Lemma 6.4, h L , V s 2b b b b
w x w x wand consequently Z , Q , Q s V , Q , Q F Z , whence Z , Q ,a b b b b b aq2 a b
x  .Q , Q l Q s 1. However, because h L , V s 2 and L rQ \ S ,b aq2 b b b b b 5
< . < 2V l Q Q rQ G q G 2 by Lemma 6.5. Thus, in particular, we havea) b a a b
< . < 2  .  .Q l Q Q rQ G 2 . If L rC Z ( Aut M , Lemmas 6.9 andaq2 b a a a L a 22a
 .  .6.7 and Proposition 2.11 vii deliver a contradiction. While if F rC Za L aa
 .( 3M , then Lemmas 6.9 and 6.7 and Proposition 2.12 iv also give a22
 .contradiction. Therefore we conclude that h L , V G 3.b b
 .Proof of Theorem 6.2. Assume that b ) 1 and let a , a) g C be such
< < 2that V Q rQ G 2 . Thus Lemmas 6.3]6.10 are available to us. To-b a ) a )
 .gether Lemmas 6.7 ii and 6.9 give F rT ( M and L rQ \ S . Also,a a 22 b b 5
 . <by Lemma 6.10, h L , V G 3. Hence, Lemma 2.31 forces V lb b a )
. < 2  .Q Q rQ G q . Now calling upon Theorem 2.15 i and Lemma 6.5 web a a b
2  .  .see that q s 2 , L rQ ( L 4 , and F rC Z ( 3M . Hence, Z lb b b 2 a L a 22 aa
 .Q g Q for some suitable a) q 1 g D a) , which we now fix. Usinga) a )q1
 . < . < 4Proposition 2.12 iii we then deduce that Z l Q Q rQ s 2a a ) a )q1 a )q1
< . < < < 2 < <s Z l Q Q rQ and Z Q rQ s 2 s Z Q rQ witha)q1 a a a a a ) a ) a )q1 b b
w x 2Z : Z l S s 2 . In particular, we have from Propositiona)q1 a )q1 a b
 .  . <w x < 6 <w2.12 iii and vi that Z , Z l Q s 2 and Z l Q , Z la a )q1 b a a ) a )q1
x < 3  .Q G 2 . Furthermore, using Proposition 2.12 iii we have, on the oneb
 . w xhand, Y F C Z l Q s Z , Z l Q . While, on the otherb Z a )q1 b a a )q1 ba
 . w x 2hand, employing Proposition 2.12 vii and Z : Z l S s 2 , La)q1 a )q1 a b b
 : w x ws S , Z normalizes Z , Z l Q , and therefore Z , Z lab a )q1 a a )q1 b a a )q1
x w x w xQ s Y . In particular, Z l Q , V l Q s Z l Q , Z l Qb b a a ) a ) b a a ) a )q1 b
w x wF Z l Q , Z s Y . However, we then get that V la a ) a )q1 a ) a )
. x 3  .Q rY , Z F 2 , whence h L , V F 2, which is a contradiction tob a ) a a ) a )
 .Lemma 6.10. We thus conclude that, if a g O S , then b s 1 and the
proof of Theorem 6.2 is complete.
7. THE b s 1 EXAMPLES
Throughout this section we assume that the following hypothesis is
satisfied:
HYPOTHESIS 7.1. Hypothesis 3.1 holds and
 .i b s 1;
 .  . w xii for a , b g C , Z , Z s 1;a b
 .  .iii a g O S .
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Our main theorem in this section is
THEOREM 7.2. Suppose that Hypothesis 7.1 holds. Then one of the
following holds:
 .  .I L rQ ( L 2 and eitherb b 2
 .  .  .i F rQ ( M and one of a L rQ ( Aut M , Q s Z isa a 22 a a 22 a a
 .isomorphic to the Golay code module, h L , Q s 5, and L has a chiefb b b
14q2 5q1 3  .  .  .series described by 2 L 2 ; or b L rQ ( M or Aut M ,2 a a 22 22
 .Q s Z is isomorphic to the Todd module, h L , Q s 4, and L has aa a b b b
15q2 4q13  .chief series described by 2 L 2 when L rQ ( M and2 a a 22
15q2 4q1 4  .  .2 L 2 when L rQ ( Aut M ;2 a a 22
 .ii L rQ ( M , Q s Z is isomorphic to the Todd module,a a 23 a a
 . 16q2 4q1 3  .h L , Q s 4, and L has a chief series described by 2 L 2 ;b b b 2
 .  .iii L rQ ( M and one of a Q s Z is isomorphic to thea a 24 a a
 .Golay code module, h L , Q s 6, and L has a chief series described byb b b
14q2 6q1 4  .  .2 L 2 ; or b Q s Z is isomorphic to the Todd module,2 a a
 . 16q2 4q1 6  .  .h L , Q s 4, and L has a chief series described by 2 L 2 ; or cb b b 2
w x  .Q : Z s 2, where Z is isomorphic to the Todd module, h L , Q s 4,a a a b b
17q2 4q1 6  .and L has a chief series described by 2 L 2 ;b 2
or
 .II L rQ ( S , L rQ ( M and the following hold:b b 5 a a 24
 .i Q is isomorphic to the Todd module;a
1 q4 q13 3 3 .ii L has a chief series gi¨ en by 2 S ;b 5
 . w x  .iii L l L s S or L l L : S s 3 with L l L rQb a a b a b a b a b b
( S .4
The proof of Theorem 7.2 occupies the whole of this section. We fix a
 . Ucritical pair a , b . Let Z represent a minimal normal subgroup of La a
w U xLb: contained in Z and define W s Z , Q . Notice that W dependsa b a b b
U .upon the choice of Z .a
LEMMA 7.3. The following hold:
 .  .i h L , K s 0;b b
 .  .ii there exists g g D b such that Q l Q g Q ;g b a
 .  .iii if X F Z Q is any nontri¨ ial normal subgroup of L , thena a a
 .C X s Q .S a aab
w x w Lb: xProof. From Z , K s 1 we have Z , K s 1. Since b s 1,a b a b
 Lb: 2 .  .Z G O L and so i holds.a b
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 .If Q l Q F Q for all g g D b , then K s Q l Q and thereforeg b a b a b
w x  .  .Z , Q F Q l Q F K gives h L , Q rK s 0. Hence h L , Q s 0a b a b b b b b b b
 .  .by part i , a contradiction. Thus Q l Q g Q for some g g D b .g b a
 .  .  .Because Z F Z L by Proposition 3.6 iii , h L , X / 0 by Lemmab b a a
 .3.4. Hence C X s Q , as required.S a aab
 .LEMMA 7.4. Suppose that X F Z Q is a nontri¨ ial normal subgroup ofa a
 .  .L and Y F Z Q is a nontri¨ ial normal subgroup of L , where g g D b .a g g g
If X F G and Y F G , then X F Q and Y F Q . Furthermore,a bg g a b a g g a
X g Q .a b
Proof. Since X F G and Y F G we may assume without loss ofa bg g a b
< < < <  .generality that X Q rQ G Y Q rQ . So using Lemma 7.3 iii we ob-a g g g a a
tain
< < < < < <X Q rQ G Y Q rQ s Y r Y l Q s Y : C X . . .a g g g a a g g a g Y ag
But then X Q rQ is an offending subgroup acting on Y and, asa g g g
 .  .  . < <h L , Y G 1 and g g O S , Theorem 2.15 iv implies that X Q rQ sg g a g g
1 and therefore X F Q and Y F Q . Finally, if X F Q , then X h F Qa g g a a b a b
h  .for all h g L . Hence X F Q for all h g L and so X F core Q .b a a b a L ab
 .However, Lemma 7.3 i then implies that X is normalized by both La a
and L , and this contradicts Lemma 3.4. Therefore, X g Q .g a b
U  .  .LEMMA 7.5. Z g Q and h L , W s h L , Q G 1.a b b b b b
Proof. That ZU g Q is just a special case of Lemma 7.4. Sincea b
w U x  U Lb:Z , Q F W , by definition of W , Q rW is centralized by Z Ga b b b b b a
2 .  .  .  .O L and so, using Hypothesis 3.1 4 , h L , W s h L , Q G 1.b b b b b
LEMMA 7.6. Suppose that Q Q rQ is elementary abelian. Then Q isa b b a
elementary abelian.
 .Proof. Assume that Q Q rQ is elementary abelian. Then F Q Fa b b a
 .  .Q . If F Q / 1, then 1 / F Q l Z F Q , which contradicts Lemmab a a a b
 .7.4. Thus F Q s 1 and Q is elementary abelian, as claimed.a a
By Lemma 7.5 there exists a maximal n g Z such that
 w x. U w xh L , W , Q ; n / 0.Fix this n and set W s W , Q ; n . Observe thatb b b b b b
w U x w U xW , Q s Z , Q ; n q 1 from which we obtain, using the three sub-b b a b
group lemma,
w U U x ULEMMA 7.7. Q rZ , W , Q s 1; in particular, W acts quadraticallya a b b b
on Q rZU.a a
LEMMA 7.8. Q is elementary abelian.a
 .Proof. Using Lemma 7.6 we get the result if either L rQ ( L q orb b 2 b
 .D . Now assume that the lemma is false. Thus F Q / 1 and hence2 p a
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 . U U  .Z l F Q / 1. Therefore, we may choose Z so as Z F Z l F Q .a a a a a a
It then follows from a lemma of Burnside that
 .  U .7.8.1 h L , Q rZ G 1.a a a
 . UUsing Lemma 7.7, 7.8.1 , Proposition 2.16 and W g Q we deduce thatb a
w x < <S : Q Q G 4 and employing Lemma 7.6 we have Q Q rQ G 4.ab a b a b b
< < 4  .Thus S rQ G 2 and so L rQ is not isomorphic to S , Sz 2 , orab b b b 5
 .  .  .  .  . 2S U 2 . Hence we have L rQ ( S U q or Sz q and q G 2 . Let3 b b 3 b b b
 .  .K be a complement to S in N S . Then by Lemmas 2.27 vi andab L a bb
 .  .  K :2.28 iv , K operates irreducibly on Z S rQ , and thus we have Z Qab b a b
 .  K :s Z S rQ . We claim that T s Z is elementary abelian. Indeed,ab b a
for all k g K, Z F S s Sk and Zk F S . Thus Lemma 7.4 applies toa a b a b a a b
k w k xgive that Z F Q and thence Z , Z s 1 and so T is elementarya a a a
abelian as required. In particular, we deduce that T acts quadratically on
U  U .  . w U  .xUW . Now, as h L , W G 1, Lemma 2.31 iii implies that W : C Zb b b b W ab
2 4  .G q G 2 . Thus Lemma 7.7 and Theorem 2.15 i together imply thatb
 .  . Uq s 4, L rQ ( SU 4 , and F rC Z ( 3M with W Q rQ (b b b 3 a L a 22 b a aa
 4. U  .E 2 acting quadratically on Q rZ . Then, by Proposition 2.12 iii ,a a
U U6 6< <U2 F Q rZ : C W F Q : Q l Q F S rQ s 2 . .a a Q r Z b a a b a b ba a
w xIt follows that Q Q s S , contrary to S : Q Q G 4. Therefore, Qa b a b a b a b a
is elementary abelian.
 .LEMMA 7.9. Q is normal in N Q Q .a G a bb
 .Proof. Let g g N Q Q and set g s a ? g.G a bb
Since
g
Q Q s Q Q s Q Q s Q Q F G l G .a b a b a? g b g b a b bg
and Q is abelian by Lemma 7.8, Lemma 7.4 implies that Q s Q . Hencea a g
Q s Q s Q g and this proves Lemma 7.9.a a? g a
LEMMA 7.10. q s 2 or L rQ ( S .b b b 5
Proof. Assume that q G 4 and L rQ \ S . Then, because by Lemmab b b 5
7.8, Q is elementary abelian, Lemmas 3.21 and 2.26]2.28 givea
 .  .7.10.1 Q Q rQ s Z S rQ .a b b a b b
Our next aim is to prove
 .  .7.10.2 L rC Z ( Z or Fi .a L a 1 23a
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 . < U <  .Assume first that L rQ ( L q . Then W Q rQ F Z Q Q rQ .b b 2 b b a a a b a
Because Q Q s S and W U is generated by involutions, we have, froma b a b b
 .Lemma 2.31 i ,
U U< < UV Z S rQ G W Q rQ s W : C Z G q G 4. . . .1 a b a b a a b W a bb
 .We thus deduce from Lemma 2.22 that L rC Z ( J or Fi and soa L a 1 23a
 .  .  .  .7.10.2 holds in this case. Now assume that L rQ ( S U q or Sz qb b 3 b b
 .  .and let K be a complement to S in N S . Then 7.10.1 and Lemmaab L a bb
 .7.9 imply that Q is normalized by K. Furthermore, 7.10.1 implies thata
 .  .S rQ admits KrC L rQ faithfully. However, by Lemmas 2.27 viab a K b b
 . <  . <and 2.28 iv , KrC L rQ G 7 and the result follows from Lemma 2.21.K b b
 .Finally we assume that L rC Z ( J or Fi , then Lemmas 2.22 anda L a 1 23a
 .2.31 iv imply that
U< <Uq F W : C Z s W Q rQ F V Z S rQU  .  . .b W a b a a 1 a b ab
22 if L rQ ( Fi ,a a 23F ² .3 2 if L rQ ( J .a a 1
 . w xChoose g g D b such that Z , Q g Q . Then we have, from Lemmaa b g
2.2,
11q .2 if L rQ ( Fi ,b a a 23
Z : C Z , Q F q .m S rQ F . .g Z a b b a b a 3g  q .2 if L rQ ( J .b a a 1
²² .
 .  .  .  .Combining ² , ²² , and Lemma 2.17 i and ii we have a contradiction.
 .This, with 7.10.2 , completes the verification of Lemma 7.10.
 .LEMMA 7.11. Suppose that q s 2 and let g g D b be such thatb
  ..  .Q l Q g Q g exists by Lemma 7.3 ii . Then h L , Q s 1, Q is ang b a a a a
 .  .FF q 1 -module, Q l Q Q rQ is an FF q 1 offending subgroup ofg b a a
L rQ and one of the following holds:a a
 .i L rQ ( M and Z is the Todd module;a a 22 a
 .  .ii L rQ ( Aut M and Z is either the Todd module or thea a 22 a
Golay code module;
 .iii L rQ ( M and Z is the Todd module;a a 23 a
 .iv L rQ ( M and L is either the Todd module or the Golay codea a 24 a
module.
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w xMoreo¨er, either Q s Z or Q : Z s 2, L rQ ( M , and Z is thea a a a a a 24 a
Todd module.
< . < <Proof. Without loss of generality we have Q l Q Q rQ G Q lg b a a a
. < <  . <Q Q rQ . It follows from Lemma 7.8 and V S rQ s 2 thatb g g 1 a b b
< <Q Q rQ s 2 and so we geta b b
2 ? Q l Q Q rQ G Q : C Q l Q , .  .g b a a a Q b ga
 . which is to say that Q l Q Q rQ is an FF q 1 offender on Q andg b a a a
.  .  .Z . Thus we read off the statements i ] iv from Lemma 2.18 anda
 .Hypothesis 3.1 4 . Finally, if Q ) Z , Lemmas 2.18]2.20 imply thata a
w xQ : Z s 2, L rQ ( M , and Z is the Todd module.a a a a 24 a
We now adjust our notation slightly. We redefine
LbW s Q l Q . ;b a b
and select a normal subgroup, E , of L contained in W according to theb b b
following recipe:
 .A E G K ;b b
 .  .B h L , E s 1;b b
 .  w x. w xC if h L , W , W G 1, then E F W , W K ;b b b b b b b
 .  .  .D E has minimal order subject to satisfying A ] C .b
Before continuing we remark that the statements in Lemma 7.5 hold
just as well for our redefined group W .b
 . w xLEMMA 7.12. i E , Q F K .b b b
 .  .ii If q s 2, then E rK is an irreducible GF 2 L rQ -module.b b b b b
 .Proof. First we prove i . The minimal choice of E yields that E sb b
w xLb:  w x .E , Q and h L , E , Q K rK s 0. Consequentlyb a b b b b b
E , Q K s E , Q , Q K F core Q s K . .b b b b a b b L a bb
 .  .  .  .When q s 2, L rQ ( L 2 , Sz 2 , or S U 2 have, respectively,b b b 2 3
normal Sylow 3-, 5-, and 3-subgroups. Let X denote the preimage in Lb
w xof these respective Sylow subgroups. Then E rK s E rK , X [b b b b
 .C X is an L -invariant decomposition. It follows at once from theE r K bb b
w xminimality of E , that E rK s E rK , X and E rK is irreducible.b b b b b b b
 .  .LEMMA 7.13. L rQ \ S U 2 .b b 3
 .  .Proof. Suppose that on the contrary L rQ ( S U 2 . We begin withb b 3
 .  w x.7.13.1 Either E is abelian or h L , W , W s 0.b b b b
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 . w xObserve that K F Z W . Hence, using Lemma 7.12, E , W , W s 1,b b b b b
w x  .so the three subgroup lemma implies that W , W F C E . The choiceb b W bb
 w x. w xof E now implies that if h L , W , W / 0, then E F W , W Kb b b b b b b b
from which we conclude that E is abelian as desired.b
 .7.13.2 The following hold:
 . < < 8i E rK G 2 ;b b
 . < < 3ii E Q rQ G 2 ;b a a
 .iii E is not abelian.b
 .  .Assuming that either ii or iii is false, we conclude from Lemmas
 .  . < < 22.36 iii , 7.11, and 7.12 and Theorem 2.15 i that E Q rQ s 2 andb a a
< < 6  .  .E rK s 2 . While if i if false then Lemma 2.36 v and Lemma 7.12b b
< < 6 < < 6implies that E rK s 2 . Thus, in any case E rK s 2 and so byb b b b
 .  .  .Lemma 2.36 ii we have that L rC E rK ( SU 2 . Now, by Lemmab L b b 3b
 .  .7.9, N S F N Q Q normalizes Q and so, in particular, Q l EL a b L a b a a bb b
 .  .is normal in N S . Therefore, we deduce, from Lemma 2.36 iv that,L a bb
 . w x w xeither Q l E K rK s E rK , S or E rK , S , S , either waya b b b b b a b b b a b a b
<   .. < 2we have V Z S rQ G 2 , which is contrary to Lemmas 2.22 and1 a b a
 .7.11. Thus 7.10.2 holds.
 . <   .. < 47.13.3 V Z Q Q rQ F 2 .1 a b a
By considering the structure of S rQ and using Lemma 7.8 we seeab b
 2 . <   .. < 5that S rQ Q ( E 2 . It follows that if V Z Q Q rQ G 2 , thenab a b 1 a b a
<   .. < 2V Z S rQ G 2 , which is against Lemmas 2.22 and 7.11.1 a b a
 .  .7.13.4 h L , W s 1.b b
 .Assuming that h L , W G 2, we argue that the order of S is toob b a b
large to accommodate the information provide by Lemma 7.11. On the one
hand, Lemma 7.11 gives
¡ 10q82 , when F rQ ( M ,a a 22
11q7~< < < < < < 2 , when F rQ ( M ,S s Q S rQ F ) .a a 23a b a a b a
12q10¢2 , when F rQ ( M .a a 24
< < w x 3While, on the other hand, we have, first K G Q l Q , E G 2 , byb a b b
 .  . .Lemma 7.11, 7.13.2 , and Theorem 2.15; second, by 7.13.2 i , we have
< < 3q8 11  . < < 11q6 17E G 2 s 2 ; and, last, using Lemma 2.36 i , W G 2 s 2 . Thusb b
< < 3 < < 3q17 20w x  .as S rQ s 2 , S G 2 G 2 Q : W . Hence ) implies thatab b a b b b
w x 2  .  . .L rQ ( M and Q : W F 2 . Now, by 7.13.1 and 7.13.2 iii ,a a 24 b b
< < 6W Q rQ is elementary abelian. Thus Lemma 2.2 implies W Q rQ F 2b a a b a a
< < 2 w x 2and so as S rQ Q s 2 , we have Q : W s 2 . Therefore,ab a b b b
22 < < < < < < < < < < < < 3q2q8q6q32 G S s S rQ Q rW W rE E rK K G 2 ,ab a b b b b b b b b b
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< < 3and hence all the inequalities are equalities. So, in particular, K s 2 ,b
W Q rQ is a maximal elementary abelian subgroup of order 26 and, byb a a
 . wLemma 7.11, Z is the Todd module. Now, as C W G K , MS,a Q b bax  6  . ..Theorem 3 implies W Q rQ s O 2 L 2 = S . But then, becauseb a a 2 3 3
w x w x w xZ : Z l Q s 2, and Z l Q , W F W , W F K , we get a contra-a a b a b b b b b
w .x  .diction from MS, Lemma 3.5 b . This finishes the proof that h L , W sb b
1.
 .  .  4.7.13.5 Let g g D b with Q l Q g Q . Then E 2 (g b a
 .E Q rQ s W Q rQ s Q l Q Q rQ is an FF q 1 offending sub-b a a b a a g b a a
group on Q .a
 .  .  . As h L , W s h L , E s 1, we have W s Q l Q E s Q lb b b b b a b b g
. w xQ E . Thus E Q rQ s W Q rQ . Because E , Q F K F Q ,b b b a a b a a b b b a
 . < < 4 7.13.3 implies that W Q rQ F 2 . Now, by Lemma 7.11, Q lb a a g
. < . < 4Q Q rQ is an FF q 1 offender and so Q l Q Q rQ G 2 . There-b a a g b a a
 .fore, 7.13.5 holds.
We can now derive a contradiction. By Lemma 2.18 we have an explicit
description of the FF q 1 offending subgroups of L rQ . They are alla a
w x  . wself-centralizing, which, as E , Q F Q , contradicts 7.13.5 and S :b b a a b
x  .  .Q Q s 4. Therefore L rQ \ S U 2 , and so we have proven Lemmaa b b b 3
7.13.
 .LEMMA 7.14. L rQ \ Sz 2 .b b
 .Proof. Assume that L rQ ( Sz 2 . Recall that, by Lemma 7.8, Q isb b a
 .  4  :elementary abelian. Let g g D b _ a . Set X s Q , Q Q and ob-b a g b
 . .serve that X rQ ( D . Then Q l Q Q l Q is normal in X andb b 10 a b g b b
 .so, as X acts transitively on D b ,b
 .  . . 7.14.1 W s Q l Q Q l Q and W Q rQ s Q lb a b g b b a a g
.Q Q rQ eS rQ .b a a a b a
Now, by Lemmas 7.12 and 2.37, E rK is four-dimensional. Moreover, asb b
w xQ is elementary abelian, Q , E K is an elementary abelian subgroupa a b b
w xof E of index 4. Thus, as the union of the L conjugates of Q , E K rKb b a b b b
cover E rK , we conclude that every coset of K in E contains anb b b b
  ..involution. Now K F V Z E implies thatb 1 b
 .7.14.2 E is elementary abelian.b
< < w  .x 2  .Since E Q rQ s E : C Q G 2 , 7.14.2 , Lemma 7.11, and The-b a a b E ab
 .orem 2.15 i imply that
 . < <  .7.14.3 E Q rQ s 4, L rQ ( Aut M , or M .b a a a a 22 24
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 . <  .Furthermore, as E is abelian, E l Q F C E and C E Q rb b a Q b Q b ga a
< 2  .Q s 2 . Since, by 7.14.1 ,g
C E G C Q l Q s Q l Q l Q , .  .Q b Q b g a b ga a
w  .x w xQ : C E s Q : Q l Q l Q r4. Putting this fact together witha Q b a a b ga
 .Lemma 2.18, Propositions 2.11 and 2.12, Lemma 7.11 and 7.14.1 we get
 .7.14.4 One of the following holds:
 .  .  .i a L rQ ( Aut M and Q s Z is the Golay code mod-a a 22 a a
 . < < 5ule; and b W Q rQ s 2 .b a a
 .  .ii a L rQ ( M and Q s Z is the Golay code module; anda a 24 a a
 . < < 6b W Q rQ s 2 .b a a
Our next result clarifies matters still further.
 .  .  . .7.14.5 h L , W s 3 and case 7.14.4 ii holds.b b
 . w xAssume that h L , W F 2. Then W , Q , Q F Q and, in particular,b b b b b a
<  . < < < w x  was Z S rQ s 2 and S rQ Q s 2, W , Q g Q . If h L , W ,ab a a b a b b b a b b
x. w x w x w xQ s 0, then W , Q s Q l Q , Q F Q , contrary to W , Q gb b b a b b a b b
 w x.  w x .Q . Therefore h L , W , Q / 0 and so h L , W r W , Q K s 1.a b b b b b b b b
 :  . w xw x < wLet f g Syl L and put H s W , f W , Q K . Then Hr W ,5 b b b b b b
x < 4  :Q K s 2 , and, as f Q rQ e L rQ , H is normal in L . Further-b b b b b b b
 :  .  . more, because f acts transitively on D b , W s H Q l Q s H Qb a b b
. < wl Q . Hence we conclude that W Q s HQ . However, HQ r W ,g b a a a b
x < 2  . . .  . .Q Q s 2 and so we have a contradiction to 7.14.4 i b and ii b .b a
 . < < w  .x 6Therefore, we have h L , W G 3 and W Q rQ s W : C Q G 2 ,b b b a a b W ab
 . .which implies that 7.14.4 ii holds.
We can now begin our final attack on this configuration. From Theorem
 .  . w x2.15 iv applied to the dual of Q , we have Q l Q s Q , S . Seta a b a a b
 . w x  . .P s N Q l Q . Then, by MS, Theorem 3 and 7.14.4 ii , P rQ ;1 L a b 1 aa
6  .2 3S and W Q s O P . Choose P another overgroup of S in L6 b a 2 1 2 a b a
< < 21  :such that P s 2 ? 3 and P g P . Note that P , P s L . Thus we2 2 1 1 2 a
have
 .7.14.6 Q l Q s W l Q is not normal in P .a b b a 2
 .Set R [ Q l O P . If R is normal in P , then R l Q s Q lb 2 2 2 a b
 .  .O P l Q s Q l Q is normal in P , which is against 7.14.6 . Thus2 2 a b a 2
 .7.14.7 R is not normal in P .2
<   .. <Next suppose that R is normal in L . Then Q r Q l O P F 2b b b 2 2
 .  .  .and 7.14.5 imply that h L , R s 3 and therefore h L , R l W s 3,b b b
 .  .which in turn implies that W l R Q rQ s W Q rQ s O P rQ . Itb a a b a a 2 1 a
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 .  .  .follows that O P rQ s W l R Q rQ F O P rQ , which is against2 1 a b a a 2 2 a
the structure of M . Thus24
 .7.14.8 R is not normalized by L .b
 :  .  .Set H s P , L and C s Core S . Then C F R, 7.14.7 , and2 b H a b
 .  .7.14.8 imply that HrC, P rC, L rC is a weak BN-pair. Such small2 b
w xamalgams have been classified in DS , from which we obtain
 .  . 2  . 2  .7.14.9 HrC, P rC, L rC is an amalgam of type F 2 or F 2 )2 b 4 4
 . < < 12 11  .  .and moreover a S rC s 2 or 2 ; and b h L , Q rC s 2.ab b b
 . .  .  . . < < 9 10Using 7.14.9 a , 7.14.5 , and 7.14.4 ii , we get C s 2 or 2 and
 . .  .using 7.14.9 b we have h L , C s 1. Let N be an H-invariant subgroupb
 .of C having maximal order subject to h L , N s 0. Then there exists anb
H-invariant subgroup H of C with N - N and HrC acting irreducibly0 0
 .on N rN. But J S rN g C, as Z NrN already has larger order than0 a b a
CrN. Thus N rN is an FF-module for H, which is the last straw, as work0
w xof Chermak and Delgado CD classifies such modules for weak BN-pairs,
2  . 2  .  .and F 2 and F 2 ) have none. We conclude then that L rQ \ Sz 2 .4 4 b b
PROPOSITION 7.15. Suppose that L rQ g D. Then the statements inb b
 .Theorem 7.2 I hold.
Proof. Assume that L rQ g D. Then S s Q Q . Therefore, asb b a b a b
<   .. <  .V Z S rQ s 2 by Lemmas 7.11 and 2.22, Lemma 7.12 i gives1 a b a
w  .xE : C Q s 2. Therefore, Lemma 2.38 implies thatb E ab
 .   ..7.15.1 L rQ ( S ( L 2 .b b 3 2
 .  : Now, select g g D b with L s Q , Q , Q . Then W s Qb a g b b b
. .  :  .lQ Q l Q . Let R s Q , Q . Then RrW ( L 2 and W rKa b g a g b 2 b b
 .  .is an RrW -module. Since Q l Q rK s C Q , we haveb b a b W r K ab b
 2 ..C O R s 1. Therefore,W r Kb b
 .  .  . < < w x7.15.2 h L , Q s h L , W s W Q rQ s Q : Q l Q r2b b b b b a a g g a
< < < < < <and W s W Q rQ Q r2.b b a a a
  . 4From Lemma 7.11 we have L rQ g M , Aut M , M , M . Wea a 22 22 23 24
deal with each possibility in turn.
 .7.15.3 Suppose that F rQ ( M . Then one of the following holds:a a 22
 .  .i L rQ ( Aut M , Q s Z is isomorphic to the Golay codea a 22 a a
 .module, h L , Q s 5, and L has a chief series described byb b b
14q2 5q1 3  .2 L 2 ;2
 .  .ii L rQ ( M or Aut M , Q s Z is isomorphic to thea a 22 22 a a
 .Todd module, h L , Q s 4, and L has a chief series described byb b b
15q2 4q1 3  . 15q2 4q1 4  .2 L 2 when L rQ ( M and 2 L 2 when L rQ (2 a a 22 2 a a
 .Aut M .22
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Assume that F rQ ( M . Then the possible structures for Q followa a 22 a
directly from Lemma 7.11.
 .Suppose that L rQ ( Aut M and Q is the Golay code module.a a 22 a
 . < < 5  .Then, by Lemma 2.18 iii , W Q rQ s 2 and so, by 7.15.2 , W hasb a a b
L -chief series 214q2 5 and, by considering orders, L has chief seriesb b
14q2 5q1 3  .  . .2 L 2 Hence 7.15.3 i holds.2
 .Now suppose that L rQ ( M or Aut M , and Q s Z is isomor-a a 22 22 a a
 .phic to the Todd module. Then Lemmas 2.18 iii and 7.11 imply that
< < 4  .W Q rQ s 2 ; therefore, 7.15.2 implies that L has chief series de-b a a b
15q2 4q1 3  . 15q2 4q1 4  .scribed by 2 L 2 when L rQ ( M and 2 L 2 when2 a a 22 2
 .  . .L rQ ( Aut M . Hence 7.15.3 ii holds.a a 22
 .7.15.4 If L rQ ( M , then Q s Z is isomorphic to the Todda a 23 a a
 .module, h L , Q s 4, and L has a chief series described byb b b
16q2 4q1 3  .2 L 2 .2
Assume that L rQ ( M . Then Lemma 7.11 implies that Q s Z isa a 23 a a
 .isomorphic to the Todd module. Then Lemma 2.18 ii implies that
< < 4  .W Q rQ s 2 , whence 7.15.2 yields that L has chief seriesb a a b
16q2 4q1 3  .2 L 22
 .7.15.5 Assume that L rQ ( M . Then one of the following holds:a a 24
 .  .i Q s Z is isomorphic to the Golay code module, h L , Qa a b b
14q2 6q1 4  .s 6, and L has a chief series described by 2 L 2 ;b 2
 .  .ii Q s Z is isomorphic to the Todd module, h L , Q s 4,a a b b
16q2 4q1 6  .and L has a chief series described by 2 L 2 ;b 2
 . w xiii Q : Z s 2, where Z is isomorphic to the Todd module,a a a
 . 17q2 4q1 6  .h L , Q s 4, and L has a chief series described by 2 L 2 .b b b 2
Assume that L rQ ( M . Then the structure of Q follows froma a 24 a
Lemma 7.11. If Q is isomorphic to the Golay code module, then Lemmaa
 . . < < 6  .2.18 i b implies that W Q rQ s 2 and, by 7.15.2 , L has chief seriesb a a b
14q2 6q1 4  .  . .2 L 2 Hence 7.15.5 i holds.2
 . < <If Q is the Todd module, then Lemma 2.18 ii implies that W Q rQa b a a
4  . 16q2 4q1 6  .s 2 and 7.15.2 implies that L has chief series 2 L 2 .b 2
w xIf Q : Z s 2, where Z is the Todd module, then Lemmas 2.18 anda a a
< < 4  .2.19 imply that W Q rQ s 2 and 7.15.2 implies that L has chiefb a a b
17q2 4q1 6  .  . .series 2 L 2 , as asserted in 7.15.5 iii .2
 .  .  .  .Now putting Lemma 7.11, 7.15.1 , 7.15.3 , 7.15.4 , and 7.15.5 together
 .we have the statements in Theorem 7.2 I .
From now on we assume that L rQ ( S . Accordingly, as in Section 4,b b 5
we define M to be the unique maximal subgroup of L containing S .ab b a b
We have
 .LEMMA 7.16. Q Q s O M and M normalizes Q .a b 2 a b a b a
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 .Proof. First assume that Q Q F O M . Then, for all m g M ,a b 2 a b a b
Qm F S , and so Lemmas 7.4 and 7.8 imply that Q s Qm. Thus Q isa a b a a a
 .normalized by M and Q Q s O M , which are the conclusions ofab a b 2 a b
 .the lemma. So, if the lemma is false, then Q g O M and, in particu-a 2 a b
lar, M g L . Also, as Q Q is normal in S and Q is elementaryab a a b a b a
 2 .abelian Q Q rQ ( E 2 . Furthermore, since Q abelian, we havea b b a
w x  .  .Q , Q , Q s 1, whence Lemma 2.3 v and vi implies thatb a a
 .7.16.1 All the noncentral L -chief factors in Q are orthogonalb b
 .  .  .GF 2 S -modules; in particular, h L , Q s h M , Q .5 b b a b b
 :  .  .Set H s M , L , C s core S , and R s O M l Q .ab a H a b 2 a b a
 .7.16.2 R is not normal in M .ab
Assume that R is normal in M . Then either R F Q or RQ sab b b
 . w x < <O M . If the former holds, then, as Q : R s 2, we obtain Q Q rQ2 a b a a b b
 .F 2, a contradiction. While the latter yields O M s RQ F Q Q ,2 a b b a b
 .which is not the case. So we have 7.16.2 .
 .7.16.3 R is not normal in L .a
Suppose R is normal in L . By Lemma 7.4, Rm F Q for all m g M .a a a b
 . w x mFrom 7.16.2 and Q : R s 2, Q s RR for some m g M . But thena a a b
 .  .Q F O M , a contradiction, and thus 7.16.3 holds.a 2 a b
 .  .Putting 7.16.2 and 7.16.3 together we see that the amalgam
 .HrC, L rC, M rC, S rC satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem B with,a a b a b
as Q is elementary abelian, b s 1. Now as C is normal in M anda a b
contained in Q we have C F Q and so Lemma 7.4 implies that C s 1.a b
We have shown that
 .  .7.16.4 H, L , M , S is isomorphic to one of the amalgams A ,a a b a b 1
< < 22A , A , A , A , A , or A and S F 2 .2 3 4 5 6 7 a b
 .  .  .   ..By 7.6.1 and Table 1, h L , Q s h M , Q s h M , O Mb b a b b a b 2 a b
< < w  .x 6y 1 G 3. Therefore, W Q rQ G W : C Q G 2 . Now selectb a a b W ab
 .  :  . .g g D b such that L s Q , Q , Q . Then Q l Q Q l Q isb a g b a b g b
 . .normalized by L and so W s Q l Q Q l Q and consequentlyb b a b g b
 .W Q rQ s Q l Q Q rQ is elementary abelian. Since the 2-rank ofb a a g b a a
 .  .  .Aut M and M is less than 6, 7.16.4 implies that H, L , M , S is22 23 a a b a b
isomorphic to one of A , A , or A ; in particular, L rQ ( M . Choose2 6 7 a a 24
 .  4  4t g D b such that t g a .M _ a . Then, by Lemma 7.11 applied toab
 .  .the subamalgam H, L , M , S we have Q l Q Q rQ is an FF qa a b a b t b a a
1 offender on Z . If Z is isomorphic to the 11-dimensional Todd module,a a
then we have a contradiction as, by Lemma 2.18, the elementary abelian
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subgroup of order 24 which acts as an FF q 1 offender is self-centralizing
and, in particular, is not contained in either of the elementary abelian
subgroups of order 26. Therefore Z is the Golay code module anda
 .H, L , M , S is isomorphic to A . But then Theorem B implies thata a b a b 2
  ..  .  .h M , O M s 6 and hence we have h L , Q s h M , Q s 5.ab 2 a b b b a b b
3 < < 3q4.5 23  .But then S s 2 . Q G 2 s 2 , which contradicts 7.16.4 . There-ab b
fore Lemma 7.16 is true.
LEMMA 7.17. Suppose that L rQ ( S . Then the statements in Theoremb b 5
 .7.2 II hold.
 .Proof. By Lemma 7.16, Q Q s O M and, by Lemma 7.8, Q isa b 2 a b a
w xelementary abelian. Thus, Q , Q , Q s 1 and we deduce from Lemmab a a
 .  .2.3 v and vi that
 .7.17.1 all the noncentral L -chief factors in Q are natural S -b b 5
modules.
 .  : 2 .Pick g g D b such that X [ Q , Q , Q s O L Q . Thenb a g b b b
 .  . .  .7.17.2 W s Q l Q Q l Q , W Q rQ s Q l Q Q rQb b a b g b a a b g a a
is elementary abelian, and K s Q l Q .b a g
 . . < < < < 2Similarly, E s E l Q E l Q and so E rK s E l Q rKb b a b g b b b a b
 .  .with E l Q rK l C L s 1; thus Lemma 2.4 and the choice ofb a b E r K bb b
< < 4E implies that E rK s 2 and hence that E rK is an irreducibleb b b b b
S -module.5
  ..   ..Now, as K F V Z W , K F V Z E , there are involutions inb 1 b b 1 b
 . . aE _ K , and, by Lemma 2.3 iv f , L rQ operates transitively on E rK ,b b b b b b
we find that every element in E is an involution and henceb
 .7.17.3 E is elementary abelian.b
 . < < w  .x  .Because, by Lemma 2.3 iii , E Q rQ G E : C Q G 4, 7.17.3 im-b a a b E ab
 .plies part i of
 .  .7.17.4 i Q is a quadratic L rQ -module with E Q rQ aa a a b a a
quadratic fours group on Q :a
 .  .ii E Q rQ F Z Q Q rQ with M rQ acting nontriviallyb a a a b a a b a
on E Q rQ ;b a a
 . w  .x w x mSab r Qa .iii Q : C E F Q : Q l Q r4 F 2 .a Q b a a ba
 .  .  .Having already discussed i we remark that ii follows from 7.17.1 ,
 .  . .  .Lemmas 7.12 i , 7.16, and 2.3 vi f and proceed with the proof of iii .
 . wThen, because Q is elementary abelian, 7.17.1 implies that Q : Q la a a
x mSgb r Qg .q2  . w xQ F 2 . But C E G E l Q and E l Q : Q l Qg Q b b a b a a ga
s 22, whence the result follows.
 .7.17.5 L rQ ( M .a a 24
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 . . By 7.17.4 i and Lemma 2.1, F rQ g M , M , 3M ,M , J ,a a 12 22 22 24 2
4Co , Co , 3Suz . We assume that L rQ \ M and proceed to eliminate1 2 a a 24
 . .  .each remaining possibility. Using 7.17.4 i and iii and Lemma 2.2,
 .  .Proposition 2.9 iv implies F rQ \ M , Proposition 2.12 iii impliesa a 12
 .F rQ \ 3M and Proposition 2.13 v implies that F rQ \ J . Sincea a 22 a a 2
E Q rQ contains a central involution of S rQ , Lemma 2.2 andb a a a b a
 .Proposition 2.13 iv kills off L rQ ( 3Suz. Next assume that L rQ (a a a a
w x w w xx 2Co or Co . Then Q , Q F Q l Q and so Q : Q , Q G 2 . But2 1 a b a b a a b
 . .  .Propositions 2.13 iii c and 2.14 ii implies in each case that
w w  .xxQ : Q , C E rQ s 2, which is a contradiction. As a result thisa a S r Q b aab a
 .  .only leaves L rQ ( Aut M . We then have Z Q Q rQ s E Q rQ .a a 22 b a a b a a
w x w xBut, by MS, Theorem 2 and S : Q Q s 2, Q Q rQ is isomorphicab a b b a a
 3  ..  .to a Sylow 2-subgroup of 2 = 2 L 2 . Hence we see that F Q Q rQ3 b a a
 . 2 .l Z Q Q rQ has order 2, from which we readily deduce that O Mb a a a b
 .  . .centralizes Z Q Q rQ and this contradicts 7.17.4 ii . With this contra-b a a
diction we have shown that L rQ ( M .a a 24
 .  . w  .x 6By 7.17.4 and 7.17.5 we have Q : C E F 2 . Thus Propositiona Q ba
 .  .  .2.10 iv and Lemma 2.23 imply that Z is irreducible and, 7.17.2 , 7.17.4 ,a
 . < < 5  .and Proposition 2.10 iv imply that W Q rQ G 2 . Since h L , W s 1b a a b b
 .forces W s Q l Q E , which then gives W Q rQ s E Q rQ (b a b b b a a b a a
 2 .  .  .E 2 , we see that h L , W / 1. Suppose that h L , W s 2. Thenb b b b
 .h L , W rE s 1, so we can choose Y a normal subgroup of L contain-b b b b b
 .  .ing E of minimal order such that h L , Y s 2. Thus W s Y Q l Qb b b b b a b
< < < < 5  . .and Y Q rQ s W Q rQ G 2 . Now Y s Y l Q Y l Q ,b a a b a a b b a b g
< < 6  .whence Y rE G 2 . Invoking Lemma 2.4 gives R rE [ Y l Q rEb b b b b a b
 .  . l C G / 1. So on the one hand R s R l Q E s R lY r E b b b a b bb b
.  .  .Q E , while on the other, Y rE s Y l Q E rE = Y l Q E rE ,g b b b b a b b b g b b
which is untenable. Hence
 .  . < < 67.17.6 h L , W s 3 and W Q rQ s 2 .b b b a a
w  .x w x 8 wSince Q : C W F Q : Q l Q s 2 . It follows, using MS, Lemmaa Q b a a ga
.x  . 6  . .3.5 b , that N W Q rQ ( 2 L 2 = S and Z is the ToddL r Q b a a 3 3 aa a
w xmodule. Employing Lemma 2.19 we see that Q : Z F 2. Assuming thata a
< < 4Q ) Z implies that K s 2 and, as K is centralized W Q rQ , wea a b b b a a
have a contradiction to Lemma 2.19. Therefore, Q s Z and L ; 211M ;a a a 24
 . .  .  .  .therefore, Theorem 7.2 II i holds. Further, by 7.17.1 , 7.17.2 and 7.17.6
w x 8and using Q : Q l Q s 2 , we have the following L -chief series ina a g b
1 q43 3W : 2 . Therefore, by considering orders, L has chief seriesb b
1 q4 q13 3 3  . .  .2 S , which is Theorem 7.2 II ii . Finally, as Q Q s O M is5 a b 2 a b
normalized by L l L we see that S F lL l L F M , which givesa b a b a b a b
 . .the two possibilities in Theorem 7.2 II iii . This completes the proof of
Lemma 7.17.
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Proof of Theorem 7.2. By Lemma 7.10, q s 2 or L rQ ( S . Thenb b b 5
Lemma 7.13 and 7.14 imply that L rQ ( S or L rQ g D. Finally theb b 5 b b
statements in Theorem 7.2 follow from Proposition 7.15 and Lemma 7.17.
 .Assume that Hypothesis 3.1 holds and that there exists a , a) g C with
w xZ , Z s 1. Then one of Hypotheses 5.1 and 6.1 must hold. Hencea a )
Theorem D follows from Theorems 5.2, 6.2, and 7.2.
8. THE PROOF OF THEOREMS A AND B
Assume that Hypothesis 3.1 pertains. Then combining Theorems C and
D yields the possible structure of L , L , and L l L . Assume that1 2 1 2
w xP ) L . Then P : L has odd order and the structure of the automor-2 2 2 2
 .phism groups of the elements in S implies that P rO P s T =2 2 2
  ..L rO L , where T is a normal subgroup of odd order. Let S be a2 2 2
 .   ..Sylow 2-subgroup of L l L and set Q s O P s O L and R s1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
w x  .Q , L . We consider T = SrQ operating on Q . Then, by Theorems2 2 2 2
 .4.2 and 7.2 together with Theorem 2.15 iv ,
C S s 2, .R r C L .2 R 22
 .whence C S is centralized by T. Therefore the A = B lemmaR r C L .2 R 22
w x  . <  . <implies that R , T F C L and, as C L F 2, T centralizes R .2 R 2 R 2 22 2
 .  .Thus, by Hypothesis 3.1 4 , T F C R F Q , which is a contradiction.P 2 22
Therefore, P s L and this completes the verification of Theorem A.2 2
 n.Now assume that P rQ ( L 2 . Then Theorem A delivers the amal-1 1 2
 .gams A ]A and A ]A . In particular, P rQ ( L 2 and B s P l P is1 7 9 11 1 1 2 1 2
 .a Sylow 2-subgroup of both P and P . Assume now that G, P , P , B is1 2 1 2
 4one of the amalgams A , i g 1, . . . , 7 . Then Q is elementary abelian,1 2
w w 2 .xx w 2 .xQ : Q , O L F 2, and Q , O L is irreducible. It now follows2 2 2 2 2
 .  .immediately that Theorem B i holds. Next assume that G, P , P , B is1 2
 4one of the amalgams A , i g 9, 10, 11 . Then Q is extraspecial and1 2
  ..  .P rQ operates irreducibly on Q rV Z B so that core Q s2 2 2 1 P 12
  ..  .  .V Z B . Finally, if x g P _ B, then core Q l core x Q s1 1 P 1 P 12 2
  ..   x..   ..  .V Z B l V Z B F V Z P s 1. Thus Theorem B ii is true and1 1 1 1
we are done.
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